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A function K(x, y) of two real variables ranging over linearly ordered sets X

and Y respectively is said to be totally positive of order r (TPr) if for all

1 ^ m S r, Xi < x2< ■•• < xm,yi < y2 < ••• < ym(2) (x¡eX,y¡e Y), we have the

inequalities

(0.1)     xíXl'X2' "*'M =
yuyz,—,ym

^l.^i) K(xuy2)

K(x2,y1) K(x2,y2)

K(xuym)

K(x2,ym)

K(xm,yi) K(xm,y2)   ■■■ K(xm,ym)

> 0.

Typically, X is an interval of the real line, or a countable set of discrete values on

the real line such as the set of all integers or the set of non-negative integers ;

similarly for Y. When X or Y is a set of integers, we may use the term "sequence"

rather than "function."

A related concept is that of sign regularity. A function K(x,y) is sign regular

of order r if for every xi<x2< ■■■ < xm,yt <y2< ■•• < ym (x¡ eX; y¡ e Y)

and 1 < m < r

(0.2)
„;„„   f ¡xi,x2,---,xm  \

Slgn K     v    v    -  v        =£m

depends on m alone. In the case where em = (_iy<m-1V2 we tjjen sav tnat j^

is "RRr," where the letters stand for the abbreviation of sign reverse rule and

suggest that (0.2) would be positive except that the rows have been interchanged

and appear in reverse order.

If a TPr function K(x,y) is a probability density in one of the variables, say

x, with respect to a a-finite measure p(x), for each fixed value of y, then
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(2) Unless stated explicitly to the the contrary, the determinants (0.1) always have the rows

and columns ordered so that x, and y¡ are arranged by increasing values.
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K(x,y) is said to be Pólya type of order r (PTr). Every density is PT1; while the

PT2 densities are those possessing a monotone likelihood ratio [25].

An important specialization occurs if a PTr kernel may be written as a function

K(x — y) of the difference of x and y where x and y traverse the real line; K(u)

is then said to be a Pólya frequency density of order r (PFr). If x and y range

through the set of integers, K(u) is said to be a Pólya frequency sequence of

order r which we abbreviate in the same way (PFr). Finally, if the subscript oo is

written in any of the definitions, then the property in question will be understood

to hold for all values of r.

New totally positive functions are generated by means of the following compo-

sition law which can be viewed as a continuous version of the multiplication

rule that evaluates subdeterminants in terms of those of the determinants of the

same order of each factor.

Lemma 0.1.   Let X, Y and Z represent linear sets on the real line. If

(0.3) M(x,z) = JK(x, y)L(y,z) da(y)

where a is a sigma-finite regular measure, then

ixx, x2, ■•• ,x,„\

\z1>z2j "">zm/

(0.4)

J      J        \ yi>y2,--->ym )   ^x,z2,--,zm j

The proof appears in [30, p. 48, problem 68]. We shall exploit this formula

rather extensively throughout the paper. For example, we immediately infer that

if K is TPr and L is TPS then M is TPm¡n(riS).

An important feature of totally positive functions is their variation diminishing

property (abbreviated V.D.P.): Let K(x,y) be TPr and suppose f(y) changes

sign(3) j£r—l times, let g(x) = $K(x, y)f(y)dp(y) (dp(y) denotes a sigma-

finite measure) be well defined such that the integral converges absolutely, then

g(x) changes sign at most j times; moreover, if g(x) actually changes sign j times,

then g(x) must have the same arrangement of signs as the function/(y) as x and y

traverse their respective domains from left to right.

This property underlies many of the applications associated with totally positive

kernels. The variation diminishing property is essentially equivalentto the inequali-

ties (0.1), [9, Chapter 5], [33], [14].

(3) The number of sign changes, V(f), of a real-valued function / is sup V(f(xJ), where

K(/(x,)) denotes the number of sign changes of the sequence f(x{),f(x2), • • •, f(xm) (zero values are

discarded), with x¡ chosen arbitrarily from the domain of définition of/and arranged so that

xi < x2 < • • • < xm ; m is any positive integer.
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The theory of totally positive kernels has been extensively applied in several

domains of mathematics, statistics, and mechanics. We indicate briefly some of

the relevant background and literature of the subject. Pólya, Schur and Laguerre

investigated in various forms the class of functions which can be approximated

uniformly in every finite interval by polynomials having only real zeros. They

proved that the only functions K(u) which admit such approximations possess

the property that K(x — y) is TPœ. i.e., the function K(u) is PF^.

Schoenberg in a series of remarkable papers has made an exhaustive study of

the variation diminishing properties of totally positive kernels, where the variables

x and y occur in translation form. (The paper [32] contains an exposition of some

of his results up to the year 1953.) The theory of variation diminishing trans-

formations developed for convolution kernels by Schoenberg was extended by

this author to the general totally positive kernels in [13], [14], [25] and applied

in characterizing best statistical procedures for a variety of decision problems.

Recently, Hirschman [11] has developed a class of variation diminishing

transformations and representation formula for certain Bessel kernels and other

kernels based on ultraspherical polynomials. His results comprise a nonho-

mogeneous extension of the theory of Schoenberg for certain classical functions

which generalize the translation operation.

Hirschman and Widder [12] were interested in developing methods of inverting,

by differential polynomial operators, certain integral transformations characterized

by convolution kernels. This class of kernels is intimately related to the class

of the Pólya frequency functions.

The theory of vibrations of certain types of mechanical systems (primarily

coupled systems) depends on various aspects of the theory of totally positive

functions [9].

Recently J. L. McGregor and this author [20] showed that the transition

probability function P(t,x,E) of a temporally homogeneous strong Markoff

process X(t) whose state space is the real line and which possesses a realization

with almost all sample paths continuous is totally positive in the variables x and E.

Thus, if x1<x2<-.-<xm and E1<E2 <•••<£,„ (E < F means that the

points in E all lie to the left of the points in F) then

(0.5) det P(t,xhEj) ^ 0       for every i > 0 and integer m.

The converse is also true; under suitable mild smoothness conditions the inequali-

ties (0.5) imply the existence of a realization of the process in which almost all

sample paths are continuous. It follows from (0.5) that whenever P(t,x,E) has a

continuous density function p(t,x,y) then this is TPœ in the variables x and y

for every i > 0.

In this discussion continuity of path functions must be interpreted appropriately

relative to the natural state space of the process, roughly speaking, continuity
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with respect to a suitable order topology. In particular, if the state space of the

process is countable discrete then continuity of the path functions means that in

every transition of the process the "position" of the particle (the state variable)

changes to one of its neighboring states. Thus, discrete-state continuous path

processes coincide with the so-called birth-and-death processes [17]. Consequently,

for a birth-and-death stochastic process, the transition probability function Py(l)

(here, the state space is customarily identified with the non-negative integers)

is totally positive in the variables í and j for every t > 0.

In this paper we characterize new classes of totally positive and sign-regular

kernels. These appear as absorption probabilities for stochastic processes whose

one-step transition probability function is totally positive in the initial and final

state variables. The totally positive kernels derived from these stochastic processes

now involve variables one of which corresponds to time while the other is asso-

ciated with the state of the process. The initial inspiration of this paper came

from a result of F. Proschan [31] who was studying certain models of reliability.

(See also [24].)

We now summarize partially the content and organization of this paper.

In §1 we review some of the basic facts concerning TPr functions to be used in

our later developments. The material of this section is based largely on part of a

forthcoming monograph by this author and consists of a survey of several alter-

native formulations of the concept of total positivity (see [15]). We offer only

sketchy proofs here; a complete elaboration of the theory will appear in the

above mentioned book. The results are set forth from the viewpoint of their

pertinence to the discussions of the paper. Three successively stronger notions

of total positivity are introduced and their relationships are described. Each of

these definitions carries with it a corresponding strengthened version of the

variation diminishing property.

In §2 we commence the main developments of this paper, concentrating first

on the case of discrete-time Markoff chains. The transition matrix is postulated

to be totally positive in the state variables. The following two statements are

typical of the results of this section. (Theorem 2.6) Let SP be a temporally homo-

geneous TPr Markoff chain (the transition probability matrix P¡7 is TPr) whose

state space is the non-negative integers. Then the «-step transition function

P"oj is TPr in the variables 0 ^/' < oo and n ^ 0. (Theorem 2.1) Let & be a TPr

Markoff chain. Let F" jo denote the probability that first passage into the set of

states tkjo occurs at the nth transition when the initial state of the process is i >j0.

Then F"Jo is TPr in the variables n ^ 1 and i > ;'0.

These results are generalized in several different ways. By imposing further

restrictions on the nature of the process, such as spatial homogeneity, non-negative

drift, etc., we can display other sign-regular kernels constructed from various

probability expressions natural to the process.

The results of §2 are extended in §3 to the case of discrete-time continuous-
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state Markoff processes on the real line. §4 is devoted to the investigation of the

analogs of the preceding results for the case of continuous-time temporally

homogeneous Markoff chains whose transition matrix is denoted by P¡/í).

Underlying the theorems of §2 was the basic stipulation that the transition matrix

itself be TPP. In dealing with continuous time, we must require that Pu(t) is TPr

in the variables / and j for each i > 0. Under this condition the process is neces-

sarily of the birth-and-death type [22]. As a typical result (Theorem 4.1) we

prove that the density function q(t;i,j0) of the first passage time from state i to

state j0 < i is TPr in the variables i > 0 and i > ;'0.

In §5 the theory is extended to the case of linear diffusion processes. These

processes are characterized by the Strong-Markoff property and continuity of

sample paths.

The analysis followed in §§4 and 5 proceeds by discretizing the time scale. In

this way we induce a discrete-time process of the type studied in §§2 and 3. The

required first-passage probability functions are constructed which are sign regular

by virtue of the developments of these sections. A limiting procedure then leads

to the corresponding conclusions for the continuous-time process.

In §6 we examine the relationship of the preceding results to the variation

diminishing property. For example, we prove that if & is a symmetric temporally

homogeneous TPr Markoff chain (symmetry means that the transition matrix

satisfies P,j = P-t-j) then

V ({ ÍckP"0^ Í 2V({ck}), v^r,

where V denotes the number of sign changes of the indicated sequence. The

factor 2 in this inequality is essential. Some analogs and extensions are also given

for the case of continuous time processes.

In §7 a variety of composition laws are described from which we derive new

totally positive kernels. The concept of subordination of stochastic processes

plays a key role. An application to branching processes is indicated.

In §8 we set forth a series of illustrations and applications of the previous

theorems. We start by treating some examples of generalized coin tossing where

the probability of success may vary from trial to trial. Subsequently, some examples

of random walks are discussed. Another example involves the distribution of

the noncentral chi square. It is shown that this density is related to the first

passage density function for the case of coin tossing where the waiting time

between trials is random following an exponential distribution. It follows that

this density is appropriately sign regular. As a consequence of our theory we also

deduce the fact that this distribution is unimodal.

Some examples related to Bro wnian motion and general linear diffusion processes

are discussed.
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In the midst of our studies of these examples we also present some applications

to the theory of Tchebycheffian systems of functions. A sequence of functions

(¡>0(x),(j)i(x),(l)2(x),--- is said to constitute a Tchebycheff system abbreviated

(T.S.) on a < x < b (sometimes called Haar systems) if for any set of real constants

{ck} not all zero, the function 2Zl = xck(¡)k(x) = <p(x) does not change sign more

than « — I times as x traverses the interval (a, b).

Let XQ,XX,X2,-" be arbitrary positive numbers and consider

UX) = (X0+x)(Xl+x)...(Xk+xY fc-0,1,-.

Then 4>k(x) constitutes a T.S. This result generalizes an example of Polya-Szegö

[30, problem 84] and was deduced by invoking the total positivity property

established for the first-passage probability function of an associated pure birth

process.

Let Qk(x), fe = 0,l, ••• represent a system of polynomials orthogonal with

respect to a weight function concentrating on the non-negative axis. A consequence

of Theorem 4.1 for birth-and-death processes is that Qk(—s), s>0, constitutes

a T.S. These examples are typical; other applications of the same kind are given.

The examples of §8 were motivated by probability considerations. In §9 we

discuss some examples where the emphasis is on analytical methods. In this

connection the extent of total positivity for various positive stable laws is inves-

tigated.

In §10 we point out numerous qualitative properties of totally positive functions.

We describe some typical results of this section. Consider a TP3 process on the

non-negative real line. It is proved that the n step transition density P"(0,x) is

unimodal as a function of n for fixed x > 0. In the same vein, it is established

that the density function of the first-passage time from position 0 to the set [x, oo)

is a unimodal function. Similar conclusions are valid in the case of birth-and-

death and diffusion processes.

The interesting fact that the ergodic limits are approached monotonely emerges

as a consequence of total positivity. In the case of PFP functions f(u) we can even

estimate the rate at which/(u) tends to zero at ± oo ; moreover, PFœ functions

may be characterized by moment inequalities and so on; for a discussion of

these ideas, see [32].

Also in §10 a strong ratio theorem is indicated for null recurrent TP2 Markoff

chains whose state space is the non-negative integers. (Theorem 10.1) Let 0> be a

TP2 temporally homogeneous irreducible recurrent Markoff chain whose state

space is the non-negative integers. Then for any four prescribed states, i,j,k,l,

lim„^ »(Píj/Pti) exists, is finite and positive.

In the final section we study the so-called absolute value process associated

with a symmetric Pólya frequency function. In closing this introduction, I wish
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to express my indebtedness to C. Stone and W. Studden for many valuable

comments. Theorems 11.1 and 11.2 are due jointly to C. Stone and this writer.

1. Definitions and preliminaries. The monotonie character of a function h(t)

of a real variable can be expressed in various forms. We have the standard concept

that h(t) is increasing if h(ty) i£ h(t2) whenever ij < i2. A second notion concerns

strict monotonicity and entails strict inequalities in the previous definition. It

follows that if Zi(i) is differentiable everywhere on an open interval J of the real

line, then h'(t) ^ 0 for i e J and equality may hold at certain values of t even when

Zi(i) is strictly increasing. This suggests a third stronger concept. We say that Zi(f)

is strongly increasing if h'(t) > 0 for all i in /.

Analogous to the case of monotonicity we formulate various definitions of

total positivity with obvious containing relations amongst them. The first definition

is that expressed in relation (0.1). Second, and analogous to the concept of strict

monotonicity we say that K(x,y) is strictly TPr if strict inequality holds in (0.1)

(abbreviated STPr). In order to state the analog of the derivative condition of

the preceding paragraph we develop some preliminaries. We shall now assume

that X and Y are open intervals of the real line and K(x,y) belongs to

C (i.e., K is r-fold continuously differentiable).

It follows by performing suitable manipulations on the rows and columns of

(0.1) with reference to the mean value theorem, that for xeX, y e Y

(1.1)

K(x,y)

SK(x,y)

dx

dK(x,y)        dm~lK(x,y)

Sy

d2K(x,y)

dxdy

dy"1'1

8mK(x,y)

ôxôvm~l

¿T-\K(x,y)     dmK(x,y) 2K(x,y)

> 0

<3xm_1 dm^1xdy       dm~1xdm~iy

(see [14] for a formal proof).

It is important to note that even if K is STPr, the determinant (1.1) for special

choices may be zero.

We now generalize the inequality (1.1). To this end, it is necessary to provide

a special interpretation for the determinant

(1.2) K*ÍXltX2,;Xm\

\yi,y2,-,ym/

where xx ^ x2 ^ ••• ¡s xm and yt^ y2 ^ ••• ̂  ym and distinguished in that some
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of the x's or y1 s can be equal. (The asterisk sign on the K shall frequently occur

for purposes of emphasis when one or more of the x 's or y 's are equal and indicates

that the special evaluation as described below is to be made.) Explicitly when

there occurs a block of r equal x values, in forming the determinant K(: : : ) the

corresponding rows are determined by the successive derivatives, i.e., K, ôK/ôx,

dr~lKldx'~l. For examples, in the case of two equal x values the first row

associated with these values is formed in the standard way and consists of the

elements K(x,yx), K(x, y2), ■ ■ ■, K(x, ym) ; the following row consists of the elements

dK,       .   dK,       .        ÔK,
^-ix,yx),^{x,y2),...,^{x,ym).

Blocks of equal y values are treated analogously. In this case partial derivatives

with respect to the y variable occur wherever necessary. As a special case, we obtain

that K%*'tZ$) denotes the determinant (1.1).

A slight modification of the method that leads from (0.1) to (1.1) also yields

the result that if K is TPr then

(1.20       K* f*1'*2'"'*") >0ïor(XlfX2f"fXm\,l<m£r,
\yuy2,--,ym) ~        [yt^yi^-áym,)

x¡eX and y¡ e Y.

We are now ready to propose a definition of total positivity in terms of derivatives

of K which can be regarded as the counterpart of the concept of strong mo-

notonicity. The function K is said to be extended totally positive of order r in

the x variable (abbreviated ETPr(x)) if

/ X,  X,    "', X    \

VJi.J^-.JW
(1.3)     K* p A'      ,A     >0for     all

xeX,

yx<y2<--<ym;  y^Y.

The emphasis is on strict inequality since the case of inequality with equalities

always holds for TPr functions. Similarly we may define the concept of ETPr(y).

Finally we say that K is extended totally positive of order r in both variables

(written ETPr with no reference to either the x or y variable) if

(1.4) K* (X,X,'"'X\  >0    for     allxeXand yeY,
/x,x, — ,x\

\y,y,--^y)

the determinants being of size m (1 | m | r). The definition of extended total

positivity is meaningful only if K is sufficiently continuously differentiable.

This we will always assume is the case unless stated explicitly to the contrary.

An adapation of the arguments in [14, Theorem 1] proves that if K is ETPr(x)

or ETPr(y) then K is STPr. By the same technique we can prove that if K is ETPP

then
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(1.5) X»/*l>*2» '">X<n\   >0

\yi,y2,-,ym)

for arbitrary x¡, y¡ satisfying the conditions stated in (1.2), m^r.

We have introduced four definitions of total positivity; namely TPr, STPr

ETP/x) or ETPr(y) and ETPr, each of which implies the preceding property.

All four definitions are useful in different contexts. In the general case these four

levels of total positivity are inequivalent. However, in some special important

cases the properties of STPr and ETPr are equivalent. This is so if K(x, y) =/(x - y)

where/ is r-fold continuously differentiable; the proof can be found in [15].

For later purposes we briefly indicate the extent of the variation diminishing

property of the transformation

(1.6) g(x) = JK(x,y)h(y)da(y),

where K(x,y) is assumed to be appropriately totally positive in one of the senses

described above; a represents a sigma-finite measure. For ease of exposition we

postulate that h, g and K occurring in (1.6) are sufficiently continuous so that

all operations executed on the integral are justified.

The variation diminishing property (V.D.P.) in the case of TPr functions was

already stated in the introduction. If now we assume that K is ETP(x) and that

enough differentiations under the integral sign are permissible then the statement

of the V.P.D. can be strengthened as follows. Let V(h), as previously, denote the

number of sign changes of the function h. Also, let Z(g) designate the number

of zeros, counting multiplicities, of the function g. Then if K is ETP(x), and g

and h are related according to (1.6), we have

(1.7) Z(g)^V(h).

The concept of STP being intermediate between TP and ETP(x) possesses a

variation diminishing property which is likewise intermediate between that

stated in the introduction and (1.7). The proof of these assertions and further

refinements will appear in [15]; they are not required for our present purposes.

It is much easier to operate with STPr functions rather than with functions

which are merely TPr. In this connection, we cite the fact that TPr functions,

under slight conditions, can be approximated by STPr functions. We describe

precisely the nature of this approximation (cf. [13]).

We say that a continuous function K(x,y) dominated by exponential growth

in x and y is regular TPr for — co < x, y < co if (i) K(x,y) is TPr on the real

line, (ii) for any m ^ r and any prescribed set xx < x2 < ••• < xm there exists a

setyj < y2 < ■•• <ym which may depend on (xj,x2,-",xm) such that the determi-

nant (0.1) formed from x, and y,- is strictly positive or (ii') a symmetrical condition

with (y,) prescribed holds. Define now
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i    rœ
Ka(x,y) = )gJ    exp[ - (x - u)^2a^K(u,y)du;

then, by virtue of (0.4) and the regularity hypothesis we deduce that Ka(x,y) is

STPr.   Moreover,   K„(x,y)   converges  pointwise  to   K(x,y)  for  every   pair

— co < x, y < co as <r -> 0 and the approximations are established.

This same device can be frequently used in verifying the total positivity property

(e.g., see §9, Lemma 9.1).

2. Total positivity and discrete-time Markoff chains. In this section we pos-

tulate total positivity of the underlying transition probability matrix and deduce

total positivity for various other probability functions of the process. The most

relevant are first passage probabilities into a specified set of states.

Consider a discrete-time Markoff process & whose state space is identified with

the integers of the real line. The one-step transition probability matrix at the

time n is denoted by P„(i,j) where — co < i,j < co and n = 1,2, — . Let the

random variable X(n) represent the position at time n of a particle undergoing

the process 0*. The Markoff chain 3P is said to be temporally homogeneous

(homogeneous in time) if Pn(i,j) = P(i,j) is independent of n, and to be spatially

homogeneous (homogeneous in space) if P„(i,j) = P„(0,j — i) for all n ^ 1 and

— co < i,j < co. In the latter case X(n), where X(0) = 0, represents a sum of

independent, not necessarily identically distributed random variables

fm (m = 1,2, —,n) with density functions Pr{fm = i} = Pm(0,i). The process 9

is said to have non-negative (positive) drift if P„(i,j) = 0 for j < i (j ^ i). The

process SP is called symmetric if P„(i,j) = P„( — i, —j) for all — co < i,j < co

and n ^ 1.

The process 0> is said to be totally positive of order r (abbreviated TPr) if for

each n the matrix P„(i,j) is TPr with respect to the discrete variables i and j.

A matrix A is said to have the property of the sign reverse rule (abbreviated

RR,) if all vx v sub-determinants of A have the sign ( —l)v(v_1>/2, where

1 ̂  v ̂  r. Clearly, P(i,j) is RRr if and only if P (- i,j) is TPr. Finally, if A and B

are sets of integers, we write A ^ B if i e A, j e B implies i :£ j and A < B if i e A

j eB implies i < j.

We can now proceed to the main theorems of this section.

Theorem 2.1. Let & be a TPr Markoff chain (not necessarily temporally

homogeneous), and let B and C be nonvoid sets of states. Define

(2.1)   QB(n,i,C) = Q(n,i) = Pr{X(v)eBfor l^v^n- l,X(n)eC|X(0) = i}

for — co < i < co and n ^ 1. (We suppress the dependence on B and C when no

ambiguities can arise(4).)

(4) Henceforth such simplifications of notation will be done without further explanations.
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(i)   If B^C then Q(n, i) is RRr.

(ii)   If B^C, then Q(n, i) is TPr.

(iii) If C is a set consisting of one element {c} and {c} ^ B, then (i) holds for

Ti ̂  0 and — oo < i < c, where we define Q(0, i) = ôic (ö denotes the standard

Kronecker delta function). Similarly, if C = {c} and {c} ^B, then (ii) holds

for   77^0   0770"   c^i'<oo(5).

Remark. If we had defined Q(0,i) =0, (i) would trivially extend to include

n = 0. However, such a prescription is not convenient for later applications.

Proof,   (a) Let

Q(2)(n,ï) = ?ï{X(v) eB for 2 ^ v ̂  n,X(n + 1) e C | X(l) = i}.

Observe that Q(2) is defined like Q in (2.1) except that time is advanced one

unit. A simple enumeration of events gives the renewal relation

(2.2) Q(n,i) =  £     Px(i,k)Q(2\n-l,k) (n^2).
¡U7J

It follows from (2.2) by virtue of (0.4) that

\ 'I,"",   ¿v/

(2-3) £        p   th,Í2,;U\Q{2)¡ni-hn2-l,-,nv-l\

kt<k2<...<kv       \<ii,k2,---,kyl \     kx, k2, ■■■,     kv /

provided  2 ^ nx < n2 < ••• < nv  and   i, < i2 < ■■■ < iv  and   vial.   We   now

establish the formula

q (l,n2, •••,7IV\     _   /     ,y-l y q(2) lni~ l> •■•)"v—1\

Vl»l2>  '"j'v/ fc2<...<*v,MB \       ^2'    '"'   ^v      /

(2.4)

x z p4 í!1''"'irvív )
isC \K2> ■'■;'cv5' /

(if v = 1, the first summation is missing). To this end, we expand the left-hand

side of (2.4) along the first row, obtaining

(2.5)  e/!'"2*'"'B'\ = i (-iy+1ß(us)e (î,2''"'.'"'".','","v.V
y'l)'2> "■) 'v   / s = l X1!»'■'>Is-l>Is+1''"'Iv/

(5) We concentrate throughout on the ordinary sign regularity property leaving the case of

strict sign regularity to the reader.
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Using the fact

Ô(UV)=  I   P¿i„l)
uc

and substituting (2.3) into the right-hand side of (2.5), we obtain

Z (-i)s+1  Z p,(f„/)        Z      p(i^-'is-i'is+u--,iv\

This simplifies to

Z Q<2)/»2-l,-,»v-l\

x   z   (-ir'1Pi(i„/)Pt(!pl,'",,*"l*,,+l,"',M
lásáv;feC \*2» "*»""» "*»"*»*»     /

=     z    e(2>(n2T1'"t"1) i^í1'"^ )•
*2<—<*v;*(eB \        k2)"'j'cv /   leC \l>Kl>'">lcv/

The identity (2.4) is derived by interchanging the columns in

p     / 'l> ■">'v-l;Iv\

1 \ l,k2,—,kv    J '

With the aid of (2.3) and (2.4) we finish the proof of the theorem by employing

mathematical induction twice, first with respect to v and then with respect to «¡.

To begin with, note that since Q(n,i) is a probability, it is trivially RR^ indeed,

non-negative. Next assume that the theorem holds for all Markoff processes 0>

which are TPr, that is, the determinants

q/»1,»2.—»»»-1 \

Vl>*2>    '"> 'v-1 /

have a fixed sign depending only on the size of the determinant. We now prove

that the theorem holds for determinants of size v x v for all Markoff chains 9

which are TPr. In fact, it follows from (2.4), the induction assumption on v, and

the hypothesis of the theorem that for n, = 1

(2.6)      sign Q (]' "2'"''M = (-iy1(-l)(,'~1Mv~2>/2 = (-l)vtï~1)/2-
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From (2.3) and (2.6), coupled with another induction procedure on nx, we obtain

sign Q ("1'"a,'"*M  = (-l)*-1*/2.

Hence Q(n, i) is SRRV, and the induction step is complete,

(ii)    The proof is similar to that of (i).

(iii)   Here,

Q I0,n2,-,nv\  =0 (0<«2<n3<-<«¥;   i, < i2 < - < iv)

unless i„ = c, in which case

(0,n2,--,nv\   = v_!      /n2,-,nv\

l'l.'2,--,'v   / \»2»—, »»/

and the sign of the second factor is determined as in part (i). It follows that

(_i\v(v-i)/2q Í0,n2,---,nv \  ^ 0

Vli J2> '">lv   I

as it should be. The rest of the proof is unchanged

Example. We identify B with the set of states to the left of b and C with all

the states to the right of b and including b. Under the conditions of the theorem,

we conclude that

(2.7) ß(n, i) = Pr{X(v) < bfor lgvgn- l,X(n) ^ b | X(0) = i}

is RRr for - oo < i < oo and n èï 1.

The next theorem shows that for Markoff chains that are temporally ho-

mogeneous and TPr, the first-passage probability function defined in (2.8) below

is TPr in the variables consisting of the final state and time. The reader should

contrast this statement with that of Theorem 2.1, in which we are concerned with

the initial-state variable rather than the final-state variable.

Theorem 2.2. Let 0* be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain,

and let B be a nonvoid set of states and a fixed state a such that a^B. Then

(2.8) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(v)eBfor 1 ̂  v ̂  n - l,X(n) =j \ X(0) = a}(<>)

is TPrfor - oo<j< oo and n ^ 1. J/ we define Q(0,j) = ôaJ, then (2.8) is TPr

for n ^ 0 and a^j < oo.

(6) We use frequently the common symbol Q(n,j) to represent different probability ex-

pressions for which we investigate the property of sign regularity. This should cause no difficulty

since the particular quantity at hand is always amply defined.
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The proof parallels that of Theorem 2.1. We use the renewal relation

(2.9) Q(n,j) = Z Q(n - 1, k)P(k,j) (n = 2)
keB

in place of (2.2); the other details are the same.

Note that the factor P(k,j) in (2.9) is independent of n, by virtue of the hypothesis

of the theorem. This is decisive, since Theorem 2.2 is generally not valid if S? is

not assumed to be temporally homogeneous ; a counterexample is given following

Theorem 2.6.

Our next theorem interprets Theorem 2.2 for spatially homogeneous Markoff

chains.

Theorem 2.3.  Let SPbe a spatiallyhomogeneousTPr Markoff chain. Suppose

B and C are nonvoid sets.

(i) If BSC, then

(2.10) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(v) eB + jfor 1 = v = n - 1, X(n) eC+j\ X(0) = a}(7)

is TPr for — co < j < co and n^l. If C consists of a single element {c} ^ B,

then (2.10) is TPrfor j ~¿.a — c and n ä: 0, where 0(0,/) = ¿0_cj.

(ii) If B^C, then (2.10) is RRr for - co < j < co and n _ 1; and ¿/ C

consists of a single element {c}, (2.10) is RRr for j ^a — c and n _ 0.

Proof.   Since & is homogeneous in space, it follows that

R(n,-j)  = Pr{X(v)eB-jforlSvan-l,X(n)eC-j\X(0) = a}

= Pi{X(v)eB-afor 1 ̂  v ̂  n - 1, X(n)eC- a | X(0) = j}.

The conditions of the theorem imply that B — a^C — a, and we may apply

Theorem 2.1. In particular, we infer that R(n, — j) is SRRr for — co < j < co

and n ^ 1. Hence R(n,j) = Q(n,j) is TPr, as was to be shown. The final statement

follows as in Theorem 2.1.

Example.    Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3 we deduce that

(2.11) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(v) £j - 1 for 1 = v = n - 1, X(n) = j | X(0) = a}

is TPr for — co < j < co and n _ 1.

Following Theorem 2.6 we give an example to show that (2.11) does not generally

hold when & is not spatially homogeneous.

We now list results of the above sort for the case in which 0> is a TPr Markoff

chain with non-negative drift. The reader may derive the corresponding results

for the case in which a3 is a TPr Markoff chain of nonpositive drift.

C) The symbol B + j denotes the totality of states of the form {b + j I be B); similarly
for C + j.
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Theorem 2.4. let SP be a TPr Markoff chain (not necessarily temporally

homogeneous) with non-negative drift.  Then

(2.12) Q(n, i) = Pr{X(77) = b \ X(0) = i} is RR,. for 77 ̂ 0 and -oo<i<oo

and

(2.13) (?(77, i) = Pr{X(v) <bforl^v^n-i, X(n) = b \ X(0) = i}

is RRr for 77 ̂  0 and — oo < i < oo

(the usual delta function convention holds for n = 0).

Proof. This theorem follows from Theorem 2.1 by suitable specialization.

In order to deduce (2.12) we take B as the set of states lying to the left of b including

b and C as the set consisting of the single state {b}. Since the process has non-

negative drift, the quantity in (2.12) reduces to the probability function defined

in (2.1), and the desired conclusion is obtained by applying Theorem 2.1. In a

similar manner we obtain (2.13).

Theorem 2.5. Let £? be a spatially homogeneous TPr Markoff chain (not

necessarily temporally homogeneous) with non-negative drift. Then

(2.14) 2(77, j) = Pr{X(n) = j \ X(0) = a] is TPr fora^j<oo and n^O,

(2.15) 0(77 J) = Pr{x(v) < j for 1 £ v £ n - 1, X(n) = ; | X(0) = a}

is TP,for a ^j ^ oo and n^O.

In each case, Q(0,j) = ôaJ.

Proof. In Theorem 2.3 we take B as the set of all nonpositive states and C as

the set consisting of the single state {0}. Invoking Theorem 2.3, we deduce the

validity of (2.14). The validity of (2.15) is deduced in a similar manner by identifying

B with the set of all negative states and C with {0}.

Our next two propositions are in the same vein as the preceding theorems.

Theorem 2.6. Let 0> be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain

whose state space is the non-negative integers. Then

(2.16) Q(n,j) = Vr{X(n) =j\X(0) = 0} = P"(0j)isTPr for0 ^ j < ooandn è 0.

ß(77,;) = Pr{X(n) >j \ X(0) = 0} is TPr for 0 ^j < oo and n ^ 0,

(2.17)
Q(n,j) = Pr{Z(n) ^j | X(0) = 0} is TPr for 0 g,j < oo and n ^ 0.

Let
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(2.18) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(n) = 0 [ X(0) = /'} = P"(j,0) then Q(n,j) is TPr for

0 :g/' < oo and n ^ 0.

/n (2.16), (2.17) a77d (2.18), we de/ine Q(0,j) = oOJ.

Proof. The proof of (2.16) parallels that of Theorem 2.1, with the Chapman-

Kolmogoroff relation

00

Q(n,j) =  l6("-U) P(kJ), n^2,
k = 0

replacing (2.2) in the line of argument. The proof of (2.18) uses the recursion

relation
OO

Ö(n, j) =   lP(j,k)Q(n-í,k), n^2.
* = o

We omit the details.

The verification of the first half of (2.17) rests on the formula

00 00

(2.19) Q(n,j)=    I   P"(0,fc)= I L(fe,;)P"(0,fc)

where

A direct computation shows that

L/ki,k2,-,kA ^ ofor0< fkx<k2<-<kv,

\j,J2>-Jv )   ' '   \Jl<J2<-"<U

By applying (0.4) to (2.19) and using (2.16), we establish (2.17). The proof of the

second half of (2.17) is similar.

We may extract a general principle from the above argument as follows: Let

R(x,y) denote any sign-regular kernel in the variables x,y with x and y restrict-

ed to the intervals agx^/3, y ^ y ^ ¿, respectively. Then all cumulatives of

the form

RAW) = f m,y)dp(t),     R2(x,y) = £ m,y)dp(t),

R3(x,y) = f   R(x,r,)dp(n),        R4(x,y) = í R(x,r¡)dp(n),
Jy Jy

where dp is a non-negative sigma-finite measure, are sign regular in the same

sense as R(x,y). The argument employs the same ideas used in verifying (2.17).
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Note that the functions given in (2.17) arise from (2.16) as cumulants.

Corollary 2.1. Let 9 be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain

with non-negative drift. Then

(2.20) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(n) = j \ X(0) = a} is TPJor a ^ j< co and n k 0

and

(2.21) Q(n,j) = Pr{X(n) = ; | X(0) = a} is TPJor a g j ^ co and n ^ 0.

In both cases, Q(0,j) = ôaj.

This result is a consequence of Theorem 2.6. Note that without any loss in

generality we can view the process as taking place on the set of states {a,a + 1, •••}.

The state a behaves like the zero state and Theorem 2.6 is in force.

We conclude this line of results with several remarks.

(i) In the case that @ is a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain with

strictly positive drift (i.e., p0- = 0 for j ^ i) then clearly Q(n,j) as defined in (2.20)

coincides with the first-passage probability function

F(n,j) = Pi{X(n) = ;, X(v) < j for 1 ̂  v ̂  n - 1 | X(0) = a}

and so F(n,j) is TPr for j > a and n _ 1.

(ii) Another case for which we may prove that the function F(n,j) is TPr for

j > a and n ^ 1 is when a* has the form Pu = 1 — ph Pii+1 = p¡ (0 < p¡ < 1).

The proof depends on the relation

F(n,j) = Kj-iPj-i, j^a + l,

and the desired inference follows by virtue of Corollary 2.1.

(iii) We can prove generally that F(n,j) is TP2, whenever 0" is a TP2 Markoff

chain with a non-negative drift. Indeed,

where

j—\ oo

F(n,j)= Z   Pna:1Pkj= iP^'Ruj,

R  .=   [P«> k<j>

kJ      [0, otherwise.

Using this representation the arguments of Theorem 2.1 apply.

(iv) If a* is a TPr+1 temporally homogeneous Markoff chain with non-negative

drift in which Piti=p > 0 is independent of i ïï 0 and P¡ ¡ > 0 for all j > i then

F(n,j) is STPr. To prove this we observe in this case that

mn-Kt-pKï1'
Now, by Theorem 2.5
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ln,n+l,..;n+v\

\a,Ji,       -,/v      /

for a <jx <j2< ■■■ <jv where ß(n,/') = f";- The emphasis is on strict inequality

as may be ascertained by careful scrutiny of the proof of Theorem 2.5.

Elementary operations on the rows leads to the identity

0 (n,n + 1, •••,?7 + v\    =        in + 1,77 + 2,—,n + v\

Thus we conclude that

_,  /77 + 1,77 + 2,-",77 + v\ .
*       , ; ; )>0 f0r a <Ji<J2 <-<J*

and 77 ̂ 0. It suffices to apply Fekete's lemma [9,Chapter 5] and it follows that

F(n,j) is STPr as asserted.

The foregoing remarks give evidence of the conjecture that F(n,j) is always

TPr whenever SP is a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain with non-

negative drift.

Counterexamples. Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.1 are false if we remove the

hypothesis that SP is temporally homogeneous. For example, statement (2.20)

does not hold in the following circumstances: Set P„(i,j) = 0 except when j = i

or j = i + 1, in which case set P„(i, i) = q\n) and P„(i, ¡' + 1) = p}*\ Such a

transition probability matrix is clearly TPœ. Moreover, with the Q(n,j) defined

as in (2.20), with a = 0, we obtain

Q(ID- <io Po
awam /j(1V2) + 7>(1V2)1o  1o 1o  Po    + Po  9i

which can be made negative or positive by appropriate choice of q^, p^1', a(02),

Po2\ ii2)> the only restrictions being q\n) + pf = 1 for all i, n and 0 < p^ < 1.

Theorem 2.6 is also generally false if X(0) = a, where a > 0. As an example,

consider

¡y-,+,(i-p)    j = i-i,i,i + i,...
Pn(iJ) = i ^ 1

Lo j < i -1

and P„(0, j) = pJ(l - p) for j = 0,1, 2, ■••. It is a simple matter to verify that

Pn(i,j) is TPœ, and a direct calculation shows that

e (¿; f ) < °-and g (i: 5) > °

where

ß(n,j) = Pr {X(n)=; I X(0) = 2}.
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We now indicate a simple example which shows that the conclusion of (2.11) is

violated in the case that the process & is not spatially homogeneous. Indeed, we

define the transition matrix over the set of non-negative states as p00 = 7/8,

Pol - 1/8; Pio = 3/4, Pil = 1/8, p12 = 1/8; Pil = 1/8, pM+1 = 7/8 for i ^ 2.

It is trivial to verify that & is TPœ. Consider Q(n,j) defined as in (2.11) with

a = 1. Then a direct calculation gives Q(\\ \) < 0 and Q(\\ f) > 0. This shows

that Q(n,j) is not sign regular.

Time translation kernels. In the remainder of this section we derive several

determinant inequalities that are valid for the functions L(n, m) = Q(n + m, i),

with i fixed where Q denotes one of the preceding probability expressions.

Theorem 2.7. (i) Under the conditions of Theorem 2.6, the function

L(n, m) = Q(n + m, 0), where Q is as defined in (2.16), is TPr for n, m S: 0.

(ii) Under the conditions of Corollary 2.1, the function L(n, m) = Q(n + m,j),

where now Q is as defined in (2.20), is RRr/or n, m ^ 0.

(iii) Let 3P be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff chain. Consider three

nonvoid sets of states satisfying A^B^C, where A consists of a single state {a}

and C of a single state {c}. Define

Q(n; a, c) = Pr {X(v)eBfor 1 g v g n - 1, X(n) = c | X(0) = a}      (n = 1)

and

'0, a + c,

If L(n, m) = Q(n + m;a, c)for n, m ^ 0, then L(n, m) is RRr.

Proof,   (i) Enumerating all the contingencies for the m-step transition proba-

bilities, we obtain the relationship

(2.22) L(n, m) = Z K(n, I) K(l, m),
i

where K(n, I) = Pr (X(n) = Z | X(0) = 0} and K(l, n) = Pr (X(m) = 0 | X(0)= I}.

Note that (2.22) depends on the fact that & is temporally homogeneous. It should

be emphasized that (2.22) is also valid when n = 0 and/or m = 0.

By Theorem 2.6, K(n, I) is TPr for n ^ 0 and 0 ^ Z < co, and K(l, m) is also

TPr for m ^ 0 and 0 ^ / < oo. Applying (0.4), we obtain

(2.23) L/»i. »»•"••".) = Z X^'^'-'M^i'1' l2>   -^
\m1,m2,--,mj      oéu<h<-<iv      Vi,h,-,hf     \m„ffi2,—,m„,

and it follows immediately that L(n, m) is TPr, since each factor in the summand

is non-negative for all v ̂  r.
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(ii)  The proof of (ii) is similar to that of (i). We use Corollary 2.1.

(iii) Elementary probabilistic considerations, combined with the fact that

3P is temporally homogeneous, yield for 77, m ^ 0:

L(n,m) = Pr{X(v) eP for 1 %. v ̂  » + m - 1, X(n + m) = c\ X(0) = a]

=   I Pr{X(v)eP for 1 g v ̂  n - 1, X(n) = Í |X(0) = a)

^2'24^ x Pr {X(v) e B for 1 ̂  v S m - l,X(m) = c | X(0) = /}

=   lKa(n,l)Kc(l,m),
us

where Xa and ^r are defined in the obvious way. By Theorem 2.2, we have that

K„(n,l) is TPr for n ^ 0 and a ^ / < 00, which includes the set B. Theorem 2.1

implies that Kc(l,n) is RRr for 777 2: 0 and — 00 < ' g c, again including the set B.

Employing the method of (2.23) as in (i) leads to the desired conclusion.

Additional probability functions of TPr Markoff matrix chains that are sign

regular are given in §10 in the course of investigations concerning unimodality

and limit theorems.

3. Total positivity for discrete-time, continuous-state Markoff processes. In this

section SP represents a Markoff process on the real line with transitions occurring

at discrete units of time. A Bord field of subsets of the real line is given ; a transition

probability function is prescribed for each time period satisfying the standard

measurability requirements; an appropriate fixed initial distribution is also

specified.

In the matter of measurability we shall not burden the reader with unimportant

details. Henceforth all sets and functions encountered are postulated to be meas-

urable and well defined. The demonstration of these properties is usually fairly

routine but sometimes tedious.

Let X(v) (v = 0,1,2, •••) denote the sequence of random variables which

describe the process 3P. The 77th step transition probability function is assumed

to be generated by a density k„(u,v) such that for any measurable set E,

(3.1) Pr{X(n) eE | X(n - 1) = u} = K„(u; E) = j ka(u,v)dp(v)       (n ^ 1),

where dp is a suitable sigma-finite measure. (Although we have postulated the

existence of densities, the theory goes through in more general context. Thus,

when densities do not exist we could phrase our conclusions directly in terms

of the corresponding determinants involving K„(u,E) in the manner of (0.5).)

The definition and notation of the preceding section carry over with the obvious

adjustments. We now present the appropriate analogs of Theorems 2.1—2.7. The

proofs follow closely those of the preceding section and will therefore be omitted.

Theorem 3.1. Let 0* be a TPr Markoff process (not necessarily temporally

homogeneous), and suppose B and C are nonvoid sets such that B ;g C. Then
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(3.2) Q(n,x,C) = Pr{X(v)eBfor 1 ̂  v ̂  n - 1, X(n)eC | X(0) = x}

is RRr for — co < x < co and n _ 1.

In order to generalize part (iii) of Theorem 2.1 to the present situation, we

introduce  the  following  notation:

(3.3) q(n;x,y)=\\ k^XiAu^zi^u^-K^-uy)
J •/{„-ie£...{i eB

Thus, the symbol q will generically designate a density counter part to the function

Q of (3.2). Note the formula

(3.4) Q(n;x,C)=\   q(n;x,c)d¡x(c),

which lends further justification to our notation.

Theorem 3.2. Let 0> be a TPr Markoff process, and suppose B :g {c}. Then

q(n:x,c), defined as in (3.3), is RRr for — co < x S c and n ^ 0. (Here

q(0;x,y) = <5(x — y), wZiere ó is the Kronecker delta function, i.e.,

S(x-y)={°' X*y>
|co,       x = y,

and J\5(x - y) ti/i(y) = 1.) If B 2: {c}, iZie« q(n ; x, c) is TPr for c g x < oo and

Theorem 3.3. Let 3P be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff process,

and suppose {a} :g B. Then q(n; a, y), defined as in (3.3), is TPr for — co < y < oo

and n^l. If qB(0;a,y) denotes the delta function 6(a — y), then qB(n;a,y)

is TPr for a ^ y < oo and n 2: 0.

The analog of Theorem 2.3 is

Theorem 3.4. Let 0> be a spatially homogeneous TPr Markoff process,

(in this case we require that du of (3.1) coincide with ordinary Lebesgue measure

on the line) and let B and C denote nonvoid sets such that B ^ C. Then

(3.5) Q(n; y, C) = Pr{X(v) e B + y for 1 ̂  v ̂  n - 1, X(n) eC+y\ X(0) = a]

is TPr for — oo < y < oo and n~¿.\. If C contracts to a single point [c], we

interpret (3.5) as the density function qB(n;y,c) defined analogously to (3.3).

Then q(n; y,c) is TPr for — oo < y < oo and » _ 1. Under the usual definition

for n = 0, ¿¡f(n ; y-,c) ,s TPr /or n ^ 0 and oo > y ^ a - c.

Theorem 3.5. Lei 0 be a temporally homogeneous TPr Markoff process,

and suppose {a} ^ B 5j C. Define
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A„ = Pr{Z(v) eBfor l^v^n-1, X(n)eC\ X(0) = a};

then

L(n, m) = An+m is RRr for n, m ^ 1.

We close this section by stating the analogs of Theorems 2.4-2.7. In all of

these we assume that the Markoff process SP is TPr. Additional assumptions are

stipulated as required.

Theorem 3.6. Suppose 9 represents a stochastic motion with non-negative

drift, and let k(n)(x,c) denote the n-step transition density from initial position

x to final position c. Then k{n)(x,c) is RRr for — co < x ^ c and n ^ 1.

Theorem 3.7. Suppose SP is spatially homogeneous and has non-negative

drift. Let k(n\y) = kx(y)* ■■■ *k„(y), where * designates convolution in the sense

kx(y)*k2(y) = \kx(y - t)k2(t)dt- Then

(i)    k("\a,y) is TPr for n ^ 1 and y ^ a.

(ii)   L(m,n) = /c(m+n)(x,y) is RRr for m,n^l.

Theorem 3.8.   Suppose SP is temporally homogeneous and   has only the

non-negative real line as its state space.  Then

(i)    fc(n)(0,y) is TPr /or 0 ^ y < co and n ^ 1.

(ii)   fe<n)(y,0) is TPr for 0 ^ y < oo and n ^ 1.

(iii) ß(77,y) = $™ kin)(0,t) dp(t) is TPr for 0 < y < oo and n ^ 1.

(iv) /c("+m)(0,0) is TPr for n,m ^ 1.

Theorem 3.9. Suppose 0> is temporally homogeneous and has non-negative

drift. Then

(i) fc("'(a,y) is TPr for a g y < oo and n ^ 1,

(ii) L(m,n) = k(m+n\x,y) is RRr for m, n ^ 1,

(iii) L(m, n) = Pr{X(v) < y for l^vgn+m-1, X(n + m) ̂  y | X(0) = x)

is RRr for 777, « ^ 1.

In §8 we give several examples and applications of these results.

4. Total positivity for continuous-time, discrete-state Markoff processes. In this

section we develop the analogs of Theorems 2.1-2.7 for the case of a continuous-

time, temporally homogeneous Markoff chain. The state space coincides with the

integers of the real line (or an interval subset of it), and the time variable t trav-

erses the positive axis. The process is assumed to be measurable, separable and all

finite states are taken to be stable. Without loss of generality we postulate that

the path functions are normalized to be right continuous. We let X(t) represent

the process and

P(f;i,j) = Pr{X(0=j|*(0) = /}

its transition probability function.
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The fundamental hypothesis underlying the results of the preceding sections

is that the one-step transition probability function is totally positive in the initial-

and final-state variables. In dealing with Markoff processes in continuous time,

we must strengthen this hypothesis and require that P(t ; i, j) be TPr in the variables

i and j for each i > 0. Under this condition (actually TP2 is sufficient)(8) the

process is identifiable as an extended birth-and-death process including as special

cases the pure birth processes and the pure death processes [22]. (The usual

terminology of birth-and-death processes refers to the situation where the non-

negative integers are the state space. We employ the term "extended birth-and-

death process" to emphasize the fact that the state space may run over all the

integers.)

Birth-and-death processes have the property that almost all realizations are

continuous paths in the sense that the only changes of state are to neighboring

states. For a thorough discussion of birth-and-death processes we refer the reader

to [16], [17], and [22]. We borrow the following facts from these sources. The

density P(t; i,j) is continuous as a function of i. All first-passage distributions

associated with the states of the process have continuous densities.

One approach to the analysis of continuous-time processes is to approximate

by suitable discrete-time processes; we follow this viewpoint in extending the

results of §2. Let Zi be a small positive number. By considering the realization

of the process only at the specific times tn — nh (n = 1,2, •••), we induce a temporal-

ly homogeneous discrete-time Markoff chain, 3Ph, whose one-step transition

probability matrix is P(i,j) = P(Zi; i,j). In terms of the path functions X(t), the

derived process is represented by X(nh).

By assumption P(h; i,j) is TPœ (see footnote 8) and the associated transition

probability functions, absorption probability functions and recurrence probabi-

lities as determined in §2 [(2.1), (2.16), and (2.24)] are appropriately sign regular.

For example, let B = ( — oo, j0] and C = [j0 + 1, co), and define

(4.1)      Q(nh, i,C) = ?r{X(vh)eB for 1 g v g n - 1, X(nZi) 6 C | X(0) = ¡},

with i in B. We conclude by Theorem 2.1 that QB(nh,i,C) is RR«, for n ^ 1

and — co < / ^ j0. Let T¡(h,C), apart from the multiplying constant h, denote

the random variable equal to the time of first entrance into C for the process

X(nZi) and initial state  i.

Consider for the X(i) process the first-passage distribution function into the

set C with initial state i (— co < i < j0 + 1). Let T¡(C) denote the random variable

equal to the infimum of i values for which X(i) is in C under the initial condition

X(0) = i; in other words, T¡(C) is the first-passage time into the set of states C

with X(0) = i. Since the path functions are "continuous" (i.e., only jumps of

(8) It is proved in [22] that a continuous-time stable Markoff chain is TP2 if and only if

it is TPoq.
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magnitude 1 occur), first passage necessarily occurs through the state j0 + 1.

Thus T¡(C) can equivalently be defined as the time of first passage from state ¿

into state j0 +1. It is easily seen from the discussion of [17] that T¡(C) has a

continuous density function with respect to Lebesgue measure; we denote this

function   by   q(t; i,j0).   Formally,

fq(t; i,j0)dt = Pr{X(r) eB for 0 ̂  x < t, Tt(C) Z t\ X(0)=i}.

Now in (4.1) let h->0. Since the paths are "continuous" and bonafide right

continuous we infer that the random variable Tt(h,C) converges almost surely

to T(C). Hence their distributions converge and

/•f+»

tpi(t,h,C)=       I    Q(nh,i,C)^  \     q(t,i,j0)dt = R(t;u,i,j0) = R, h-+Q +,

for arbitrary fixed t > 0, u > 0. Since tp^t, h, C) is RRœ for t > 0 and — oo < j ̂ j0

keeping the other variables fixed the same property persists for the limiting

function. Dividing R by u and letting u approach zero, since q is continuous we

conclude that q(t; i,j0) is RR«, for / > 0 and i, — oo < i ^j0.

The preceding discussion is now summarized in the statement of the following

theorem.

Theorem 4.1. Let SP denote a continuous-time, temporally homogeneous Mar-

koff chain whose transition probability function P(t; i,j) is TP2 for every (>0.

Let the random variable T¡j represent the time of first passage from state i to

state j, and let q(t; i,j) denote its density function (see the discussion preceding

the theorem). Then

(i) When i<j, the function q(t;i,j) is RRoo in the variables f>0 and i

(- cc<i<j).

(ii) When i>j, the function q(t;i,j) is TP«, in the variables <>0 and

i (j < i < oo).

(iii) If in addition to the hypothesis we also require that SP is spatially ho-

mogeneous, then q(t; i,j) as given in (i) is TP^ in the variables t > 0 andj (j > i).

There exist only two prime examples of spatially homogeneous birth-and-death

processes: the classical Poisson process, and the standard coin-tossing process

(the coin could be biased) featuring an independent exponential waiting time

between successive tosses.

We now list, without attempting to be exhaustive, further results analogous

to those of §2. In each case the result is demonstrated by appealing to the corre-

sponding theorem of §2 for a discrete-time process which approximates the desired

probability function (see the argument preceding Theorem 4.1). Henceforth,

unless stated explicitly to the contrary we assume that the hypotheses of Theorem
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4.1 apply. The notation and terminology are the obvious adaptations of those

of §2. The proofs are omitted.

Theorem 4.2. Let SP be a TP2 process with non-negative drift, i.e., a pure

birth process not necessarily spatially homogeneous. Then

(i) P(t;i,j) is RRœ in the variables t > 0 and i ( - oo < i ^j) and TPœ in

the variables t > 0 and j ^ i.

(ii)  q(t; i,j) is TPœ in the variables t > 0 and j (j > i).

(iii) L(t,s) = P(t + s;i,j) is RRœ for t, s > 0.

(iv) K(t,s) = q(t + s; i,j) is RRœ for t,s>0.

The proof of (ii) does not quite follow by the methods outlined above since

we have not proved the discrete version in general form. However, in the present

context we can give a proof of (ii) based on Theorem 3.7. Indeed, since the process

is a pure birth process it follows that q(t; i.j) is the density function of a sum of

j — i independent exponentially distributed random variables

Tij = Tii+1 + Ti+li + 2 + •■• + Tj_i j

where TM+1 denotes the first-passage time from state k to state k + 1. The result

now follows by appealing to Theorem 3.7, part (i), with a = 0.

The proofs of the other parts proceed as suggested above.

Theorem 4.3. Suppose the process 3P satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem 4.1

and admits only the non-negative integers as its state space. Then

(i)   P(i;0J) is TP oo for í > 0 andj = 0.

(ii)  P(i,/0) is TPœ/or i > 0 andj ^ 0.

(iii)   Z™= jP(t ; 0, k) is TPm fort>0 and j ^ 0.

(iv) P(t + s,0,0) is TP'„ for t, s > 0.

We remark in closing that most of these theorems extend to the case of con-

tinuous-time Markoff chains which are not necessarily temporally homogeneous.

5. Total positivity for continuous-time, continuous-state Markoff processes. The

elements of the preceding theory extend to the continuous-time, continuous-

state process with minor changes and the obvious modifications in notation,

terminology, definitions, and proofs. We shall state the principal analogs of the

results of §1 without proof.

Let 3? represent a temporally homogeneous separable strong Markoff process

with the real line as its state space and with a continuous-time parameter. Further-

more, assume that the process has a continuous transition density function

p(t;x,y) such that the transition probability function is calculated according

to the formula

(5.1) P(i;x,£)=J p(t;x,y)dp(y),
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where p is o-finite regular measure. The process can be described by the set of

random variables X(t) and

(5.2) P(t;x,E) = Pt{X(t)eE\X(0) = x}.

Our basic assumption asserts that p(i;x,y) for each t > 0 is TPM with respect

to the real variables x and y. Total positivity for all í > 0 means essentially that

the path functions of the process are continuous. More precisely, subject to very

mild conditions, it can be shown (see [20]) that the following three properties

are equivalent :

(a) p(t; x,y) is TP2 in the variables x and y for each / > 0.

(b) p(t; x,y) is TPœin the variables x and y for each t > 0.

(c) The process SP has a realization with almost every path function continuous.

Continuity of path function is to be understood in the extended sense of in-

cluding the boundaries of the state space. Hereafter we avoid pathology and

uninteresting technical difficulties by postulating that the process SP indeed

possesses properties (a)-(c). We refer to a forthcoming monograph of Itô and

McKean where the continuity properties of linear diffusion process are well

established.

In order to state our main results we introduce the relevant probability functions

associated with first-passage time into specified sets. Explicitly, let T(x,y) denote

the random variable equal to the time the particle first reaches y, having started

initially at x. Since the path functions are almost all continuous, T(x,y) is well

defined. Let U be a Bord set on the positive real line, and define

(5.3) ß(t/;x,y) = Pr{T(x,y)et/}.

In order to avoid inessential complications we frequently postulate the existence

of a density function q(t;x,y) such that

(5.4) Q(U;x,y) = \q(t;x,y)dt.
Jv

This assumption holds in the vast majority of important examples and under

extremely mild conditions [28 j. We should emphasize that q is not necessarily

a density function in the strict sense: i.e., the integral in (5.4) extended over the

full line may be less than 1. This is immaterial for our purposes.

With the above terminology and definitions established, we now state the

main theorems of this section.

Theorem 5.1. Let 0 be a temporally homogeneous strong Markoff process

with a continuous transition density function (5.1) which is TPœ. Then

(i) The first-passage function q(t;x,y) is RRœ in the variables i>0 a77d

x < y. Also, q(t; x,y) is TPœ in the variables t > 0 and x > y.

(ii) // SP is spatially homogeneous, i.e., if P(t,x,E) = P(t,0,E — x), then

q(t; x, y) = q(t; y — x) is TP^ in the variables t > 0 and y > x.
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By imposing further conditions on the process, we may infer more special

results corresponding to Theorems 3.6-3.9.

Theorem 5.2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 5.1 apply, and suppose in

addition that the state space of 3P is the non-negative real line. Then p(t; 0, y)

is TPœ for i > 0 and y = 0. Similarly, p(t; y,0) is TPœ for t > 0 and y ^ 0.

Also, p(t + s; 0,0) is TP«, for t,s > 0.

Theorem 5.3.   Suppose SP satisfies the conditions of Theorem 5.1 and has

non-negative drift.  Then

(i)    p(t; x,y) is RRœ for t > 0 and x ^ y, and 7Pœ for t > 0 and y ^ x.

(ii)  g(i;x,y) is TP a,/or i>0 and y > x.

(iii) L(i,s) = p(i + s;x,y)  is  RR^ for t,s>0.

(iv) K(t,s) = q(t + s;x,y) is RRm jor t,s>0.

Theorems 5.1-5.3 are proved by the same methods that gave the theorems of

§4 as limiting cases of those of §2. We discretize the time scale (i„ = nh, with

h > 0) and thus induce a discrete-time process of the kind studied in §3. For this

process we form the transition probability density p(nh; x,y), and the first-passage

probability density q(nh; x,y) from initial position x into the set (y, oo). Letting

h -»0 + leads in the limit to the probability functions q(t; x,y) and p(t; x,y) of

Theorems 5.1 and 5.2. To be rigorous it is necessary to operate in terms of the

cumulative distributions in the manner of §4. Once the cumulants are proved

to be sign regular then differentiation yields that the corresponding densities

also are sign regular of the same type. Continuity of the path functions of the

process is essential to justify the limiting procedure. The formal arguments being

straightforward elaborations, we omit the details (cf. §4).

6. Variation-diminishing properties. As noted in §1, sign-regular functions

K(x,y) of order r defined on X® y where X and Y are linear sets, generate

variation-diminishing transformations in the following manner.

I. Let f(y) be piecewise continuous bounded and such that V(f) ^ r — 1,

where V(f) denotes the number of sign changes of /. Suppose that g(x) is also

piecewise continuous and is computed from / by the linear transformation

(6.1) g(x)=JK(x,y)f(y)dp(y),

where dp(y) is a non-negative sigma-finite measure and the integral converges

absolutely. Then V(g) :£ (/), provided K is sign regular of order r.

II. Totally positive kernels are essentially characterized by Property I and

the further property that if V(g) = V(f), then g(x) and j(x) exhibit the same

arrangement of sign changes when the argument x traverses its domain from

left to right.

The results of §§2-5 furnish many functions which generate sign-variation-
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diminishing transformations. For example, under the conditions of Theorem

2.6, V(ß) g V(a) for any pair of sequences ß = (/?„) and a = (a¿) connected by

the transformation

(6.2) /?„=  I PSA. (n = 0,l,-),

where a¡ is uniformly bounded and V(a) < r. As a collorary of this property, plus

the condition that
oo

I  P"oj = 1
7 = 0

for all n, we deduce that whenever a7- is decreasing, /?„ is also decreasing. Indeed,

the sequence {a, — c} for any real constant c possesses at most one sign change

from + to — values as j traverses the set of non-negative integers. But {a^- — c] is

transformed under (6.2) into the sequence {ß„ — c), which therefore also admits

at most one sign change. If it actually changes sign, the change must be from

+ to — values for n increasing. Since this inference holds for every real constant

c, it follows that ß„ is decreasing.

The fact that Pq¡ of Theorem 2.6 is TPr implies also that the transformation

00

(6.3) pj = I XkPl)    fj=0,1, 2, •••; nx<n2< n3 <••■)
k = l

is variation-diminishing when applied to any sequence (Xk) for which V(X) g r — 1

provided (6.3) converges absolutely for every j. In contrast, the kernel

Q(nJ) = P¡j> with i ¥= 0, is not sign regular (see the paragraph on counter-

examples of §2) and therefore the transformation

(6.4) Î ckQ(nk,j) = dj (j = 0,1,-)
k = l

is not necessarily sign-variation-diminishing. Nevertheless, in Theorem 6.1 below

we are able to provide an estimate of the number of sign changes in the sequence

dj of (6.4). In order to formulate the result in its most appropriate setting, we

revert to the situation where the state space is the set of all integers, positive

and negative.

Theorem 6.1. Let S* denote a temporally homogeneous Markoff chain

whose state space is the set of all integers, and let SP be TP2p. Then, given nonzero

real numbers cx, ■•■, cv (with v ^ r) and an increasing sequence of non-negative

integers nk, the transformed sequence

(6.5) tckPiï=dj (-co<j<cc)
k = l

can change signs at most 2v — 2 times. Here i is held fixed.
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Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on v. Observe first that the theorem is

trivially valid for v = 1. We assume that the theorem holds for v — 1 k 0 and

prove that it holds for v. We may write

(6.6) dj=ick z JÇ—P&* =   Z p(y (cAz+Z^p,.?-"'),
* = 1     I = -oo I = -oo \ k = 2 I

where <5 represents as usual the delta function. By the induction hypothesis the

sequence

n - z ckPïrn
k = 2

has at most 2v — 4 sign changes; hence Cjáu + y¡ (— oo<Z<oo) has at most

2v — 2 sign changes since <5¡, has only one nonzero component. Since P"/ is

PT2r for fixed nu it is variation-diminishing, and the desired conclusion follows

by using this property in (6.6).

In Theorem 6.3 below we shall refer to relation (6.6) and use the stronger

property enunciated for TP transformations as stated in Property II at the be-

ginning of this section.

The same result can be achieved when we regard the transformation (6.5) as

a sequence in the variable i (the initial state) with ; held fixed.

Theorem 6.2. Let 0> be a TP2r Markoff chain (not necessarily temporally

homogeneous), let nk be an increasing sequence of non-negative integers, and let

c¡ (i = 1, •■•, v) be nonzero real numbers. Then

r

(6.7) d, = Z ckP°) ( - oo < i < oo)
k = l

can change signs at most 2v — 2 times. Here j is fixed.

The proof follows that of Theorem 6.1 except in one respect. The decomposition

of Pr {X(nk) = ;' | X(0) = i} in (6.6) is now done in terms of the initial nt transitions

rather than the last nL transitions, and takes the form

p?;=   Z p^o,"!""'

where we write ßu""1 f°r Pf {X(nk) — j \ X(nj) = 1} to emphasize the fact that

the process is not necessarily temporally homogeneous.

The statement of Theorem 6.1 can be considerably sharpened when & is

symmetric (i.e., if PfJ = P_¡_;), as follows.

Theorem 6.3. Suppose 0 is symmetric and satisfies the hypothesis of Theorem

6.1. Then for v = r,

(6.8) V^îckP0^è2V(ck).
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If equality holds, then

sign cx

sign of the first nonzero term of the sequence

2w ckF0j
k = l )i = 0

and

Moreover

(6.9)

sign cv =    lim sign I £ ckPÔÏ
1-»00 U=t

Q(n,j) = P"   is TPr  /orn ^ 0 and 7 ^ 0.

Remark.   The number of sign changes of the sequence

i CkPo)

is counted as j traverses the full set of integers. On the other hand, the total

positivity property announced in (6.9) is necessarily restricted to the domain

indicated.

Proof. The proof of (6.8) proceeds by induction on v. The case of v = 1 is

trivial; we next assume that (6.8) holds for v - 1 and seek to prove that it holds

for v. To this end, we distinguish two cases.

Case (i) (see first (6.6)).

F^IqPSrni) = 2F(c2,c3,-,cv).

By the induction hypothesis the sign of

V

Z,   =    Li CkPo¡
k = 2

is that of c2 for I = 0 and that of cv for I sufficiently large. Clearly cx S0l + z, has

either no new sign changes or at most two new sign changes, according as cx and c2

are of the same sign or not. Since P"j is TP2r, we infer that in either case

(6.10) (ic^ 2V(cx,c2,--,cv).

If equality holds in (6.10) then by virtue of Property II stated at the start of this

section and (6.6) we deduce that the sequences

(6.11) x, = Z ckP"01 and y,= cxö0, + Z c^) "'
k=l k=l
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exhibit the same arrangement of sign changes. But we know from the induction

hypothesis that the sign of the second sequence for large Z is that of cv, and thus

the same is true for the first sequence. Moreover, since

V

2- ckPoi = x1
k=\

is symmetric in Z (i.e., x, = x_,), we infer that the sequence x0,x1,x2,-.. exhibits

exactly V(c1,c2,---,cv) sign changes. But the sign of x, for Z large is that of cv;

hence x0 has the sign c,, and the induction step is completed.

Case (ii).

V (Z ckPnor"'} <2V(c2,c3,-,cv).

(The difference is necessarily an even number by virtue of the symmetry hypothesis.)

By the same reasoning as in Case (i) we deduce (6.10). It remains to discuss the

case of equality in (6.10). If equality holds, then y, as defined in (6.11) satisfies

(6.12) K(yI) = 2F(c1,c2,-,cv).

Examination of the argument of (6.6) reveals that the assumption of Case (ii)

and relation (6.12) are compatible if and only if Cj and c2 are of the same sign and

z0= Zt=2ctPêk<f "' nas the sign opposite to that of cx. A comparison of (6.12)and

the assumption of Case (ii) implies

v(Ícknri ) = 2[K(c2,c3,-,c,)-l].

By symmetry the number of sign changes of

V

2* CjtPoï   ' = z,
k=2

over  the  range   I ^ 0  is

(6.13) V(c2,c3,-,cv)-l.

Now suppose the sign of z, for Z sufficiently large is opposite to that of cv. It

follows from (6.13) that sign z0 = sign c2 = sign cL, in contradiction to what

was proved before. Thus for Z sufficiently large z, and y, have the same sign as cv.

The argument of Case (i) now shows that

sign    Z   ckP"0kQ    = sign c1(

and the induction proof is completed.

By symmetry,
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'+(ícA^ V(ck)

where V+ signifies that the variations in sign are counted only for / ^ 0. Assertion

(6.9) is now proven as follows. Let ßG/,1,'!"'/»,) ̂e any nonzero determinant formed

from Q(j, n) = Pq} (n,j ^ 0) and let U be the matrix

U

rOjt

rojv
p"l
r0jv+t

tOjv

P"v

Since 17 is of rank v and V(Uc) ^ V(c) (c = (cL, •••, cv)) it follows [15] that U is

SRV (i.e., all subdeterminants of U of fixed size m have the same sign sm). Now

let Ux be the square matrix composed of the first v rows of U and let c be the

solution of the system of equations

C/-tc = (l,-l,l,...,(-l)"+1).

Then since v — 1 ^ V(Uxc) ^ V(c) ^ v — l,we conclude from the first part of

the theorem that cx > 0. Solving for cx it follows, using the fact that U is SRV, that

sign Q(l\',.'.'.','nv) = £v-i-     Proceeding    by   induction    we    then    have    that

sign ou¡:zío = e»so that

qÍJu-Jv \>0
\nu-,nj

The results of Theorems 6.1-6.3 go over directly to the case of discrete-time,

continuous-state Markoff processes. We shall not burden the reader by stating

all the possibilities. The following theorem is of some interest.

Theorem 6.4. Let 0> be a temporally homogeneous discrete-time Markoff

process with the one-step transition continuous density function k(x, y)

( — oo < x, y < oo), and suppose 0 is TP2r. Let k(n\x, y) denote the n-step

transition density function with initial state x and final state y as defined expli-

citly in (3.1). Then for x fixed, v ^ r, and n¡ an increasing set of positive integers,

(Íctk!"(x,.
\/ = i

y)U2v-2,(6.14)

where V denotes the number of variations in sign counted with respect to the

variable y ( — oo < y < oo). IfSP is symmetric, then k"(Q, y) =Q(n, y) is TPr for

n ^ 1 and y = 0, and
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(6.15) V+ ( Z c,/c"'(0, y) j S V(c,\

where  V+  refers to the number variations on the positive real line y ^ 0.

The proof is an obvious adaptation of the Markoff chain case and will be omitted.

Finally, the results for the symmetric case extend to the Markoff process in

continuous time. The analysis proceeds by introducing the appropriate discrete-

time approximations to which Theorems 5.1 and 6.3 are applicable (see §§ 4 and 5).

The limit is then approached by making the time interval between transitions

shrink to zero. The result is as follows:

Theorem 6.5. Let & be a temporally homogeneous continuous-time symmetric

Markoff process which is TP2r. Suppose p(t;x,y) ( — co < x, y < oo) is con-

tinuous and represents the transition density in time t with initial state x and

final state y. Then p(t; 0, y) is lPrfor t > 0 and y ^ 0.

7. Composition of totally positive kernels.

1. Starting with the sign-regular character of the transition density function

we constructed other sign-regular probability functions involving the time variable

and one of the state variables. We may now compound stochastic processes and

in this way secure new sign-regular functions. This can be done by taking the

time scale of the process itself random. Consider the following example. Let /

be a Pólya frequency density (PF^) of a non-negative random variable which is

continuous, and let X,- denote random variables that are identically and indepen-

dently distributed according to/. Let A designate an interval of the real line and

let N(X) for each X in A be a random variable whose possible values are the non-

negative integers. Suppose N(X) has a density function g(n, X) which is TPr. Then

the density function h(x,X) of S(X) = X, + X2 + ••• + XNa) (for N(X) = 0 we

put S(X) = 0) is TPr in the variables x > 0 and X in A. To verify this, we invoke

the law of total probabilities, obtaining the explicit expression

(7.1) h(x,X) = ï f\x)g(n,X)
« = o

where/[nl represents the density function of X1 + ■■■ + X„. By Theorem 3.7 we

know that/c"](x) is TPr. Applying (0.4) to (7.1), it follows that h(x, X) is TPr.

As an illustration of this result, we may identify X with a time parameter i and

consider for N(t) a (Poisson) process. By virtue of Theorem 4.2, part (i),

g(n, t) = Pr{JV(i) = n} is TPr. The previous conclusion now asserts that

00 V»

h(x, X) = e~x Z fl"\x) — is TPœ for x > 0 and X > 0.

The concept of a random number of observations for a stochastic process

has been generalized to a continuous version called the principle of subordination.
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A process á8, with transition probability function Q(t ; x, E) is said to be subordinate

to a process S32 with transition probability function P(t; x,E) if there exists a

transition density y(t, u) of a positive infinitely divisible process such that

/• 00

(7.2) ß(i;x,E) =       P(u;x,E)y(t,u)du.

Roughly speaking, the process SPX arises from SP2 by a random change of time

scale (see [2, Chapter 4] for a discussion of this concept and its ramifications).

If P(u; x,E) has a density function p(u; x,y), then so does Q(t; x,E) and

fi CO

(7.3) q(t;x,y)=i    p(u;x,y)y(t,u)du.

If p(u; x,y) is TPr in the variables u and y and y(t,u) is TPr, then an application

of (0.4) to (7.3) yields that q(t; x,y) is TPrin the variables t and y. In particular,

we have the following theorem.

Theorem 7.1. Let 0>2 be a TPr Markoff process of non-negative drift with

transition density p(t;x,y) and let y(t,u) be the transition density of a TPr

infinitely divisible process of non-negative drift.

(i)   Then the subordinate process SPX with transition density

q(t;x,y) =      p(u;x,y)y(t,u)du

is TPr for t > 0 and y ^ x.

(ii)  If SP2 is symmetric and TPr, then q(t; 0,y) is TPr for t > 0 and y ^ 0.

The last assertion is proved by appealing to Theorem 6.5 and (0.4). We shall

record some illustrations of this result in §9.

2. Theorem 7.1 describes a class of transformations on TPr functions that

produces new TPr functions. Further interesting examples of sign-regular functions

are obtained by computing Laplace transformations and generating functions

of first-passage probabilities of the kind introduced in §§2-6. Thus, if q(t,x) is

bounded and TPr for t > 0 and x > 0 then

i« 00

(7.4) W(x,s)=\    e~s,q(t,x)dt, s>0,

is RRr for s > 0 and x > 0. This follows by applying (0.4) to (7.4) using the fact

that K(s,t) = e~sl  is   RRœ for   - oo < s,  /<oo.

In the discrete analog, let q(n,x) be bounded and TPr for n = 0,l,••• and

x > 0;then

00

(7.5) W(x,s) = I s"q(n,x), 0 < s < 1,
n = 0

is TPr for 0 < s < 1 and x > 0.
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Other applications of the transformation law (0.3) are available. We mention

without entering into details the Bessel transformation of imaginary argument

and the Stieltjes transform. Several consequences and extensions of assertions

(7.4) and (7.5) are discussed in §§9 and 11. The main applications concern Tche-

bycheff systems  of functions.

3. In the spirit of the preceding analysis we investigate the nature of the de-

terminantal inequalities of the function c(t + s) where

/•OO

=   1      4>{t,X(7.6) c(t)=\    (¡)(t,x)f(x)dx, i>0.

We assume that/(x + y) is sign regular (either TPr or RRr) and that <f>(t,x) is

TPr for t > 0 and x > 0 and obeys the semi-group property

(7.7) 4>(t + s, x) = T tf>(i, 0 <Ks, x - f ) df.

Under these conditions we prove that c(t + s) is TPr (RRr) according as f(x + y)

is TP, (RRr). To this end, we examine the expression

/•OO

c(t + s) = 4>(t + s,x)/(x)dx

(7.8) °œ

= f° <p(t, f)    f%(s,U)/(u+f)dudf.
Jo Jo

The last identity results by applying (7.7), interchanging orders of integration

and then making an obvious change of variable. Invoking the hypothesis with

the help of (0.4) we infer that the function

T(s,f)= Jo <l>(s,u)f(u + Ç)du

is sign regular. Moreover, the determinants of a given order formed from the

kernel *P(s,f) are of the same sign as the determinants of the same order formed

from/(« + f). Now, (7.8) can be written in the form:

-ic(í+s)=Jo    tf>(i,f)y(s.f)df.

Another application of (0.4) yields that c(t + s) is appropriately TPr or RRr.

The above arguments hold without change in the case that the variable t is

confined to vary over the set of positive integers. We summarize the discussion

in the statement of the following theorem.

Theorem 7.2.   Let f(x + y) be TPr (RRr) for x > 0  and  y > 0.  Suppose

(¡>(t,x) is TPr for x > 0 and i > 0 (or t= 1,2,3,".) and satisfies (7.7). Let c(t)
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be defined by (7.6). Then c(t + s) is TPr (RRr) for t,s > 0 (for t,s = 1,2,—  in

the discrete case).

This theorem enables us to deduce various moment inequalities for PFr densities

associated with non-negative random variables. We indicate such applications

and others in the last part of §11.

The hypotheses of Theorem 7.2 are satisfied in the following circumstances :

Let f(x) be a PFr density function of a non-negative random variable.

(a) Let <p(n, t) be the density function of the sum Xx + X2 + ■■■ + Xn where X¡

are positive identically and independently distributed random variables whose

density function </>(£) is PFr. The fact that (p(n,t) is TPr for n ^ 1 and t >0

follows from Theorem 3.7, part (i).

(b) Let

<Kt,i) =

i i-1

T(t)
t>0,

0, t Ú o.

Relation (7.7) and the TPr property may be verified by direct calculation.

(c) Let <j>(t, t) denote the density function of a stable process X(t) with non-

negative drift whose Laplace transform is exp (— tsl/k), s > 0 (k = a fixed positive

integer ^ 2). It is shown in §9 that <p(t, t) is TP*, for t, t > 0. Property (7.7)

emerges from the fact that X(t) is a homogeneous process with non-negative

drift.

4. We close this section with an application of the preceding theory to the

case of the classical discrete-time branching processes. A branching process may be

characterized in the following manner. Suppose an organism at the end of its

lifetime produces a random number t of offspring with probability distribution

(7.9) Pr {i = k} = ak (k = 0,1,2,-),

where, as usual, ak ^ 0 and

uO

I ak = 1.
k = 0

We assume that all offspring act independently of each other, and have the same

distribution of lifetime and progeny. The process X(n) describing the population

size in the nth generation is a temporally homogeneous Markoff chain whose

transition matrix is

(7 10) Pnihj)   = Pr {X(n + 1) = j | X(n) = ¡}
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where the f's are independent observations of a random variable with the proba-

bility law (7.9).

We consider now the special case of a pure-growth branching process, i.e.,

a process in which a0 = 0 (3? has non-negative drift), and we assume that the

function

rtb T\ - Ja*-"       k > ''
G(k' ° - (o, kS I,

is TPr. In other words, ak is a Pólya frequency sequence of order r. The transition

function (7.10) is plainly the probability function of an i-fold convolution of the

law (7.9), and hence by Theorem 2.5 is TPr. The hypotheses of Corollary 2.1 are

now established and we conclude that

(7.11) P<">(1, j) = Pr {X(n) = j | X(0) = 1}

is TPr for n ^ 0 and) S: 1. The generating function of X(n), viz.,

(7.12) gn(z) = Z P(n\i,j)2j, 0 < z < 1,
j = i

satisfies the functional equation

Now from the statement of (7.5) we deduce the interesting property that gn(z) is

TP in the variables n ^ 1 and 0 < z < 1 provided ak is PFr.

8. Probabilistic examples and applications. In this section we discuss a series

of examples and applications of the previous theorems which are motivated mainly

by various probability models.

1. Consider a temporally and spatially homogeneous Markoff chain ¿P on the

integers with transition probability matrix

fp,       j = i + 1,

P(i,j) =   j <?,       J = U p,q>®
LO,        otherwise,

and p + q = 1. Clearly 3? is TP«, and we conclude by Theorem 2.5 that the

binomial density

f(n, k) = P"(0, k) =   ^jpy-'isTP«, n,k^0.

In particular, Q is TPœ.

2. Let 3P be a spatially homogeneous nontemporally homogeneous Markoff

chain where the transition probability matrix at the mth transition is of the

special form
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PAUS) =

1 + pm'

1

j = i + 1,

7 = ¡,1 + pm'

0, otherwise.

0<p,

But by virtue of Theorem 2.5 we have that

k)/2

n a + p1)
n.fc^O

is TPoo where, by definition,

d-p-Xi-p-^-d-p-**1)

(8.1) H-
(i_p»)(i_p»-i)...(i_p)

0,

for k-^n,

otherwise.

The quantity (8.1) is known as the Heine coefficient and can be construed as a

generalization of the binomial coefficient since

lim
p ; [;] - 0

(see [10]).

3. Consider a spatially and temporally homogeneous Markoff chain where

P(i,j) =
qJ-'p, j ^ U

(0 < p < 1, p + q = 1),
0, otherwise.

We may verify directly that 9 is TPœ. Hence by Theorem 2.5 we deduce that

77 + k - 1
>"(0,fc)= (" + £     1)pVisTP0 n, k ^ 0.

4. Example 3 can be generalized in the manner in which example 1 was gen-

eralized in example 2. Let S* be a spatially homogeneous Markoff chain whose

mth step transition probability matrix is of the form

„m(,-0(1 _ 0j j = U

PJiUf) =
f«

o,
(0 < q < 1),

otherwise.
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A direct verification yields that 0* is TPœ. Using the Heine hypergeometric relation

[10, p. 8]

1 ,      y   [r + l][r + 2]-[r + fc]   k

£x~       [1][2]-W

na-«'«)i=i
where [m] = (1 - o/")/(l - q) by definition, we obtain that

[n][n + l]-[» + Jk-l]
P"(0,fc) = ̂ {na-«')} [l][2]"[fe]

is TP«,.

5. We may use Theorem 2.5 for a model of coin tossing and deduce some

applications to analysis pertaining to zeros of polynomials. Let

r p„,      j = i + l,

Pnih J) =   \    <In, J = U (Pn + In = 1,0 < pn < 1)
L 0, otherwise.

The process 0 is a Markoff chain of non-negative drift whose realizations are

the outcomes of independent coin tosses where the probability of success at the

nth toss is pn. By Theorem 2.5 we know that the n-step transition matrix P"(0J)

is TPX for n ^ 0 and j 2: 0. The associated generating function has the form

Z P"(0jV = (a,g2 - a„)   f\ (z + £-) = qiq2- a„ ■ f„(z),        n ̂  1,
j=0 ¡=1\ Hi/

/o(z)   =   1.

We infer by (7.5) that fn(z) is TPœ in che variables z > 0 and n > 0. Actually

further scrutiny of the analysis shows more; namely that/„(z) is ETP(z). It follows

by virtue of the variation diminishing property that

n

P(x) = Z   cjm(x) = c0 + c¡(x + a i) + c2(x + at)(x + a2)
m = 0

+ ••• + c„(x + at)(x + a2)--.(x + a„)

(flj= Pilli, i = l,2,.--,n)

possesses, in the interval [0, oo), a number of zeros counting multiplicities, not

in excess of the number of sign changes of the sequence c0,c1,c2,---,c„. Here,

aua2,---,a„ can denote any set of positive numbers.

Various generalizations which exploit the other theorems of §§2-6 suggest

themselves. We carry out one further example. Let HP be the generalized process

(see the following paragraph)
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f ai \      j>i,
Pn(hj) =

[ 0, otherwise,

where a„ are arbitrary positive numbers and the row sum need not equal 1 and

may even be nonsummable.

At this time it is useful to point out that many of the results of §§2-5 do not

depend on the probability formulation although significantly this served as the

motivation. It suffices to observe that under the proper formal definitions (e.g.

see the footnote on this page) the renewal relations like (2.2), etc., persist and all

the arguments carry over without change and the corresponding conclusions

hold under proper interpretation.

Here SP behaves like a spatially homogeneous nontemporally homogeneous

TPoo Markoff chain with non-negative drift(9). Theorem 2.5 implies that P"(0,j)

is TPœ. Its generating functions exist for z sufficiently small and has the form

'«'"A   (t^;) -^ z)(b2-z)-(bn-z)

with o, = l/af (i = 1,2, —,n).

Now we consider the transformation Cj = I^^qD^^J), j = 0,1, •••. This is

variation diminishing since P*(0,j) is TPœ. The transformation can also be for-

mally represented as follows: Taking generating functions

(*)    f<y-*.+*,. z
~o  i °   '  "xbx-z      (bx-z)(b2-z)

n (*«-*)
1=1

which is valid for z sufficiently small. Our result affirms that if C¡ and D¡ are

related according to (*) then V(D) ^ V(C) where V(D) designates the number

of sign changes of the sequence D0,DX,--,D„ and similarly for V(C). The reader

may find it of interest to compare this analysis with that of Polya-Szegö II,

problem 35, whose technique is rather complicated. The present approach shows

clearly the general setting of the result.

6. Consider a temporally homogeneous Markoff chain on the non-negative

integers with transition matrix

(?) In this case P"(0 j) is not interpreted as a probability function but we operate with it as

if it is. The formal definition suitable for our purposes is

P"(0J) = I Px(0,ix)P2(ix,i2)-P.(W).

In the case that Pm(ii,i2) is a bonafide probability transition function the quantity P"(0,j) then

certainly agrees with the «-step probability transition function. We postulate that P"(Q,j) is well

defined and finite, i.e., the series converges absolutely.
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(8.2) p(u)H J;
o,

Pon = o + a,

j = i + 1,

; = i,
; = i-i,
otherwise,

i= 1.2,

J\>, = C-

We will determine the precise conditions on the constants a, b, c which assure

that (8.2) is totally positive of order r. To this end we observe that the process is

TPr if and only if the determinant of the q x q matrix

fb   c

abc

a   b

b

a

is non-negative for q = 1,2, —, r. The determinant | Aq | is evaluated by observing

that Dq(X) = | Aq - XI | (/ = identity matrix) obeys the recursion law

(8.3) Dq+l(X) = (b-X) Dq(X) - ac Dq_ ¿X), r ^ 0,

provided D_^X) = 0, D0(X) = 1. Some elementary transformations executed on

(8.3) lead to a recognizable recurrence formula. Then, we can conclude that

b- X \

where

Dq(X) = (J(ac)fQq (•

sin (q + 1)9

" »2V(flc)

Qq(x) =
sin 9

cos 0 = x,

stands for the classical Tchebycheff polynomials of the second kind.

If bl2 J(ac) ^ 1 then it is simple to prove generally that Dq(0) > 0. Therefore,

we consider only the case that b¡2yj(ac) < 1. It is clear that | Aq\ = Dq(0) ^ 0

(1 <; q ^ r)  if and only if

(8.4) 0   < where cos 9 =
r + 1 ' 2 y/(ac) '

In particular, 9 is TP2 if and only if 0 < nß or equivalently fr/2 y/(ac) 2; |

(b2 ^ ac). Also á» is TP3 if and only if 0 < 7t/4 or what is the same (b/2j(ac)) > ^2/2

(b2^2ac). In general, SP is TPr if and only if (b\2^j(ac)) ^ cos(7i/r + 1).

Let u(s) = a + bs + cs2 and construct P"(0, k) as the coefficients of the power

series

[u(s)T = Z P(n)(0, k)sk.
k = 0

Then provided (b/2 J(ac)) ^ cos (n\r + 1) it follows that P"(0, k) is TPr.
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7. Consider the noncentral chi square density function

(8.4) /(x) =

rxl -t±—-e-\  x = 0,
n = 0 »! r(n+a)

(.0, x < 0.

This density can be expressed in terms of (Bessel functions; viz.,

f(x) = e~'x(x¡X)(l~1)l2I^1(s/(2Xx)) for x > 0. Let SP represent the spatially

homogeneous discrete-time process X(n) where X(0) = 0, X(n) = ft +{2 + — +f„.

n ~¿. 1 and f ¡ are independently distributed according to the distribution function

(8.4) with possibly different choices of a associated with each term in the summand.

We prove in §9 that (8.4) is PFr provided a > r — 1. An easy calculation via

the Laplace transform of (8.4) yields the distribution function of X(n):

(8.5) p(n,x) = e-"n   Z
í = o    Í!   T(Z + ax + a2 + •■• + an)

By Theorem 3.7, we have that (8.5) is TPr provided a, > r — 1 for all i.

8. Let Pu(t) represent the transition function of a pure birth process; then

by Theorem 4.2 we know that P^t) is TPœ with respect to the variables i > 0

and j Sí i.

The following application is of some interest. Let X(i) denote a pure birth

process whose waiting time in the /cth state follows an exponential distribution of

parameter Xk. The Laplace transform of the first-passage time from state 0 to state

k + 1 is of the form

^) = (s+A0)(s+l1)-(s+At)   '     *-<U. •".•>«■

By Theorem 4.2, part (ii), and (7.4) we deduce that <I\(s) is RR«,. It follows, in

particular, that ®k(s) constitute a Tchebycheff family of functions generalizing

those considered by Polya-Szegö (problem 84, Chapter 6).

9. Consider a stationary birth-and-death process 0> on the non-negative in-

tegers. It is proved in [16] that the transition probability function P¡j(t) possesses

an integral representation of the form

(8.6) 1 Pl7(i) = it, j™e -"Qíx) Qj (x) di¡, (x)

where Q¡(x) comprise an appropriate system of polynomials properly normalized

and orthogonal with respect to the measure <// which concentrates its mass on the

non-negative axis. Here n¡ are suitable constants depending on the birth and

death rates of the process. The polynomials Q¡(x) are defined recursively by

means of the relations
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(8 ?)       - xQk(x) = - (Xn + pn)Qn(x) + XnQn+x(x) + p„Qn-i(x), n ^ 0,

ß_!(x) = 0    and   ß0(x) = l,

where X„ and pn designate the infinitesimal birth and death rates respectively

corresponding to state n and

x0xx — x„_i
n- n g 1,7t0 = l.

Iilß2--Pn

These parameters satisfy the conditions X„ > 0,p„ > 0 for n 2: Owith the exception

that «o 5; 0. We refer the reader to [16] and [17] for a thorough discussion of

birth-and-death processes.

It was pointed out earlier (see §4) that# is TPœ. Now according to Theorem

4.3, part (i), we have the result that

(8.8) P0J(t) = itj J"V" Qj(x)diP(x)

is TPM.

In particular, invoking (0.4), we secure the relation

j-j     detiexp(-xktd}det[QJj(xk)']d}l/(xi)dtlf(x2)---di(xH) ^ 0

0^x¡<xz<...<x„

for any collection of t, and jv arranged so that 0< tx < t2 < ••• < t„ and

O^j, <j2 < — <j„, respectively.

Theorem 4.3, part (iv), shows that P00(t + s) is TPœ for t,s > 0, where

e"x'd\¡j(x)
.'o

P00(t) =       e-"dHx).
.'o

Actually this fact may be verified directly from the integral representation using

(0.4) combined with the fact that e~xt is RRœ for x and t real.

Other examples of total positive and sign-regular kernels connected with

birth-and-death processes can be generated by considering the distribution

functions of the first-passage time between states. We present an application to

the theory of polynomials.

Let fUo(t) denote the density function of the time of first passage from state i

to state j0 > i. Theorem 4.1, part (i), implies that fu(t) is RRœ for t > 0 and i

(i < Jo). The Laplace transform of fu(t) is explicitly evaluated in [22] (see also

[21]) and shown there to be ß,( — s)/ßJo( — s) where Q¡ is the polynomial system

determined in (8.7). But, as noted in (7.4) the Laplace transformation takes an

RRr function into a total positive function of the same order. In particular,
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we conclude that Q¡(-s) is TPœ for s>0 and i Sí 0. A direct, rather more com-

plicated induction proof shows that Q¡( — s) is ETPœ(s) [21, §1].

We now develop a related result. It is shown in [16, equation (3.21)] that the

Laplace transform of (8.8) is

R/-s) =  Q¡0)(-s)Kj + itJQj(-s)R(s)

(8.9)

= itjQj( - s) Z I j^0,s>0

where Qj denotes the polynomial system determined in (8.7) and ßj0) describes

a polynomial system defined by the same recurrence formula under the new initial

conditions Q(°\ ( - s) = 1 / X0, QfXs) = 0.
In other words, Qj and Q^ are independent solutions of (8.7) subject to the

initial conditions as indicated. Here,

to-'   *
/•oo

Jo X + s

where \¡/ is the measure of the process (see (8.6)).

By virtue of (7.4) and the statement of (8.8) we conclude that Rj( — s) is RR«,

for j ^ 0 and s > 0. This result derives further interest due to the fact that Qj( — s)

is TPoo as contrasted to the statement that R/ — s) is RR«,. Thus, in particular,

Qj( — s) is increasing in j while Rj( — s) / R,( — e) is decreasing in ;', for s > e > 0.

10. Consider the process 0* whose sample functions X(i) represent the monetary

gain of a sequence of coin tossings performed at random times with success and

failure equally likely. Specifically, let X(i) be the sum of a random number, N(t),

of independent identically distributed Bernoulli variables with distribution

Pr{f = + 1} = Pr{f = — 1} = \, where N(t) is a sample function of a Poisson

process with parameter X. This process also arises in a fundamental way in the

theory of insurance risk. We may regard the process equivalently as an extended

homogeneous birth-and-death process whose state space coincides with the full

set of integers with constant birth and death rate X\2 independent of the state

of the process. Thus 0 is TPœ since the transition matrix of any birth-and-death

process is TPœ.

We are interested in the random variable

Z(t) = max X(t)

related to the ruin probability in the theory of collective insurance risk.

The quantity Pr{Z(t) < n} is equal to the probability that the first passage into

state n starting from state 0 occurs at a time later than t. In symbols,
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(8.10) Pr{Z(í) < n} = 1 - F0n(t)

where F0n(t) denotes the distribution function of the random variable T0„ = the

time of first passage from state 0 to state n. This quantity has been explicitly

caculated [1];

(8.11) f0n(t)^F'0n(t) = n-^l

where Ix denotes the usual Bessel function with imaginary argument. By Theorem

4.1, part (iii), we conclude that In(Xt) is TPœ in the variables n ^ 1 and t > 0.

Taking account of the homogeneous nature of the process we obtain in the

standard way the renewal equation

(8.12) f0n+m(t) = jjoAöfoJt - t)dt-

Applying (0.4) and recognizing the fact that /o„(0 is TPœ for n ^ 1 and t > 0 we

deduce that/0 n+m(i)is RR«, in the variables n ^ 1 and m ^ 1 when t is fixed.

Finally we point out for completeness of this discussion that

eM- + S)((+s).n+,/2,/on(v,(i+5))

is SRR„+1 with respect to the variables, t, s > 0. This fact will be derived by direct

analytical arguments in the following section.

11. Let SP denote the Brownian motion process whose transition density func-

tion is the familiar normal law

p(i;x'') = ^exp[~27(x-')2]-

Let T(x) represent the time of first passage from the interval (— co,x), x > 0

under the condition that the initial position is the origin. The family of random

variables T(x) with x regarded as a parameter is the well-known stable process

of order 1/2 of positive drift. Explicitly, we have the density function

(8.13) Vx(t) = Pr(r(x) g0 = -A_ £-¿- exp ( - *?) d,

By Theorem 5.1, part (ii), KJ(i)is TPTO for í >0 and x>0. Actually this prop-

erty can be verified by direct calculation. However, the following considerations

lead to functions of less obvious sign-regular character. Let the random variables

U(a,x) denote the time that a Brownian particle first leaves the open interval

( - a,a) where the starting position is x (0 g x < a). Let /„ (/;x) designate the

density function of U(a,x) which exists. In fact,
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(8.14)

- pj;<-»1'4M('4) "]«»[-('4)'""*■■
(see [4]). We now prove that (8.14) is RRœ with respect to the variables i > 0

and x satisfying 0 ^ x < a. To this end, we consider the radial process Y(t) of

the one-dimensional Brownian motion. In other words 7(i) = |X(i)| where

X(i) represents the classical linear Brownian motion. Y(t) has continuous paths

and defines a strong Markoff process, the properties being inherited from the

X(t) process. Consequently, the Y(t) process on 0 ^ y < oo is TPœ by virtue of

the main theorem of [20]. Starting from x the time Ta(x) of first reaching the

position a is clearly the random variable U(a,x). The desired conclusion is a

consequence of Theorem 5.1, part (i), applied to the random variable TB(x).

We next consider a Brownian motion process X(i) conditioned so that

max0^„^,|X(u)| < 1. The transition density has been calculated explicitly by

Levy [27, p. 213];

(8.15)

Pr(x(i) = x,   max \X(u)\ < 1 |X(0) = o)
I OSugf I

1      y /.vni   (*-4")21 exp —
(x + 4n + 2):

It ])•

Consider the absolute value process | X(i) | = Z(i) subject to the same condition

as in (8.15). We easily obtain from (8.15) for the Z(i) process a transition density

Pr \Z(t) = x, max Z(u) < 11Z(0) = 0j

(8.16)

1 y,     n„l       [     (x+2 2n)2
+ exp \Jl -2n) 2    1

2t
x>0.

Appealing to Theorem 5.2, we have that (8.16) is TPTO for 0 ^ x < 1 and t > 0.

In the same spirit we deduce that

(8 17>      ^->=yO A(-1)F«*(-r£)
is TPm for i > 0 and s > 0. In fact

L(t + s) = Pr jz(i + s) = 0,   max Z(u) < l|Z(0) = 0 I

and the last statement of Theorem 5.2 is relevant.
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Other interesting examples arise as probability functions associated with the

radial process induced by the motion of a Brownian particle moving freely in

JV-dimensional space. Thus let X(t) = (X¡(t),X2(t), ■■■,XN(t)) denote a Brownian

motion process in N dimensions and let

R(t) = J(X2(t) + -+X2(t))

be its radial part.

It is shown in [20] that the process R(t) is TPœ, 0<í< oc. Its transition

density function is quite familiar and recorded explicitly in [18];

p(t;r,p) = j   e-"2'U(ar)U(ap)dp(a)

where

U(x) = r(y + y)   (-|)   '   7J,-1/2(x),

i
„2r+lp(x) = 2-^^2> [r(y+|)

and y = (N - l)/2. The transition probability function is

P(f,p,E)= j p(t;p,r)dp(r).

By Theorem 5.2, we conclude that p(i;0,p) is TPœ in the variables t > 0 and

p>0.
We may now impose restrictions on the paths. Let Y(t) denote the value of the

R(t) process defined above starting from a position < 1 and terminated whenever

its value equals 1. The transition density is

00

(8.18) P(t;x,y)= I e-^<t>n(x)Uy)<on
n = 0

where

<t>„(x) = x-iN-2»2J(N_2)l2(xJX„),   (o„= [jV^x^dxJ

and X„ denotes the sequence of positive zeros of J(N-2)/2(x). By Theorem 5.2 we

obtain that p(f;0,y) is TPœ in the variables t > 0 and 0 g y < 1.

12. We develop some examples involving general one-dimensional diffusion

processes where the transition density function satisfies a linear parabolic differ-

ential equation. Under slight conditions it may be established that every diffusion

process generates a streng Markoff process with continuous path function. By

virtue of the probability coincidence theorem [20] we know that the process is

TPœ and so we are justified in applying the theorems of §5.
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The Brownian motion in many respects serves as the prime example of a

diffusion process. We proceed to discuss other rather classical examples in terms

of the present context.

A. Consider the diffusion equation on — oo < x < oo

Í8 19) ÔU  -a2"_2v  du

(8-19) IT - dx~2     2X Tx"

which is the backward equation for a particle executing Brownian motion and

attracted to the origin by a restoring force proportional to the distance from

the origin. The density function of the process (known as the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck

process) with respect to Lebesgue measure is

*tiX'» =  VV(l-e-*0eXP [-(-"2,-^)2/(l-e-4')] [18].

We may verify directly that p(t, 0, y) is TPœ for t > 0 and y > 0 as it should be

agreeing with Theorem 5.3.

Let/„ -0((,x) denote the density function of the random variablewhich measures

the time elapsed during which a particle starting at x (0 g x < a) and undergoing

the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process first leaves the symmetric interval [ — a,a\

According to Theorem 5.1, part (i), f„t-a(t,x) is RRœ in the variables x and t

where 0 g x < a and í > 0. It appears very difficult, if not impossible, to express

fa,-a(t,x) in terms of elementary functions. However, the Laplace transform /

°f f-a,a(t>x) can be determined; thus [4],

(820) f-™(X--a-\   [ *>-*(*)+°-*(-*)  j
(8.20) J-*P[2       2)   [D_Áa)+D_Á-a)  j

where exp(x2/2)D_A(x) and exp(x2/2)D_A( —x) are two linearly independent

solutions of

w" — 2xw' — Xw = 0.

These functions are related to the classical Weber functions. Taking account

of the statement following (7.4) we infer that (8.20) is TPœ for X> 0 and 0 < x < a.

B. We consider the diffusion process whose transition probability functions

satisfy the (backward) diffusion equation

Su 1 ô  [,.       ,,+(,,  .    SÄ+, du
(n-,r'<i+*r'!¡dt    (I - x)'(í + x)ß ôx

on the interval — 1 < x < 1 with the boundary conditions
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Here a, ß > — 1 are parameters and of particular interest is the ultraspherical

case a = ß = y — 1/2.

An explicit representation of the transition density is

(8.21) P(f;*,y)=  Z e-Á»'Pn(x)Pn(y)w„, - K x,   y < 1,
»»o

where

Xn = n(n + a + ß + 1),

T(ß + i) r(n+a + l)r(n + a + 0 + 1)    2n+a+ß + l
fV,,    —

T(a + 1) T(a + ß + 1)        r(n + ß + 1) T(n + 1) a + ß + \

and

P*/(x)
PÁx) =

¿V(l)

are the Jacobi polynomials normalized as shown. Our notation conforms to that

of [34]. The associated transition probability function is

P(t;x,E)=  f p(t;xy)p(y)dy,

(1 - y)°(l + y)ßdy
dp(y) =

Í   (1 - x)a(l + xfdx

For further discussion of the process we refer the reader to [18]. It is proved in

[18] that (8.21) is TPœ in the variables x and y. Since (8.21) for a = ß = y - 1 /2

is a symmetric process we deduce by virtue of Theorem 6.5 that

CO

(8.22) P(t;0,y) =   Ze"A"'Pn(yR
u = 0

is TPœ for r > 0 and 0 _ y < 1.

C. We consider a general linear diffusion process whose infinitesimal operator

is characterized by the generalized diffusion equation

(8-23) f = ̂ Îx-=^> a<X<b-

This should be interpreted in the Feller sense [8] where m is a cr-finite measure

with the property that every open subset of [a, 6] has positive measure. For the

full meaning of (8.23) and its significance we refer to [8], [5]. Itô and McKean
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(unpublished) (see also [28]) have constructed a strong Markoff process with

continuous path functions under the condition that the transition density function

satisfies certain classical boundary conditions at a and b or that the end points

are exit or natural boundaries [28]. The associated resolvent equation

(8.24) (X -9)p = 0

subject to the same boundary conditions admits a Green's function of the form

u(x,X)v(y,X),   xgy,
G(x,y,X) = .

v   *   '      \u(y,X)v(x,X),    x > y,

where u(x,X) is positive, strictly increasing, satisfies (8.24) and obeys the proper

boundary condition at a. Similarly v(x,X) is positive, strictly decreasing and

obeys the appropriate boundary condition at b. We suppose for simplicity that a

and b are accessible. Itô and McKean prove that u(x,X) = E(e~x'"'(x)) where

ah(x) denotes the first-passage time from x to b and E designates the operation of

expected value. Similarly, v(y,X) = E(e~kaa{y)). By Theorem 5.1 the density

function (which exists [28]) of ab(x) is RRoo, and the density function of aa(y)

is TPop.In accordance with our comments about (7.4) we infer that

u(x,X) is TPœ for a < x < b and X > 0,
(8.25)

v(y, X) is RRoo for a < y < b and X > 0.

A similar result to (8.25) holds whenever the boundaries are exit or natural.

In the regular case the same conclusion is valid for boundary conditions of

classical type.

9. More examples (analytic methods). In §8, paragraph 9, it was pointed out

that the Bessel function /„(/) possesses a variety of sign-regular properties. The

method of analysis was based on probability considerations. In the present section

we employ special analytical arguments and derive more extensive results for

special cases. Consider the density function

(9.1) f(x,a)= \

e-xzZ =r-^-n,   x>0,
„ = 0r(a + n + 1)'

0, x < 0.

We assume that c„ > 0 and Zc„ = 1. The special case that arises for c„ = e~xX"ln\

(X a positive fixed parameter) and a a half integer is the familiar noncentral chi

square density.

We start with two lemmas; the first exemplifies a smoothing device rather

common to these kinds of studies.

Lemma 9.1.  Let f(x) vanish for x ^ 0 and satisfy the following conditions:

(i)   f(x + y) is ERR„ for x, y > 0 (this hypothesis entails that f(x) is C2n~2
for 0 < x < oo).
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(ii)   |/(n_1)(x)|  [and hence \f'(x)\ for 0 g v < n - 1] is integrable on any

finite interval and is dominated by Ceaxfor C > 0, some a > 0.

(iii) /(v)(0) = 0/or 0^vgn-2.

Then f(x — y) is TP„ for — oo < x,y < oo.

Proof. Hypothesis (i) implies by (1.5)

(ÛJ\ /1x»(»+l)/2rt/«l.«2.,"."v+l\   >n
*■   ; l    ;       J  \0, o, -,o    J>v

for 0 < ux < u2 < ••• < «v+1; vgn-1, where (9.2) is calculated based on the

function/(x + y).

Let

&(*) = ■
1

V(2n)a

We form the convolution

exp -mfor — oo < x < oo ; a > 0.

wx)=r&,(* - u)f(u)du,

It follows that

^V)W = J°° g<v)(x - u)f(u)du,

— oo < x < co.

— oo <x < oo, v^O,

and differentiatiation under the integral sign  is justified by hypothesis (ii).

Hypotheses (i) and (ii) also insure the existence of

/•OO

¿"« + 1)(X-U)/(,1-1)(H)</«
Jo

for v, ^0; 1 ^ v2^n- 1.

Integrating by parts, which is permissible by virtue of hypothesis (ii), we obtain

du
»CO fOO 5

Jo   ^Vl + 1,(x-«)/^-1)(u)du = Jo -±-g^\x-u)t^-l\u)

= [-g(;i)(x-u)r>-l\u)]z

+  ^ g?>\x-u)fM(u)du.

The boundary terms vanish for 1 ^ v2 ̂  n — 1 by hypothesis (iii). Hence, by

induction

(9.3) ñ(;' +V2)(x) = T g^\x - u)f^\u)du
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for —oo<x<oo;v1^0;0<v2^n — 1. Applying the composition formula

(0.4) we obtain

(9.4)

-i)v(v+1)/2l^+,,(x)|ï,i=0=/»;(^;;;;;j)

ÍÍ <?*   (*'   X'     ",X )   f*    /"l'"2'"'"'"v+l\
J   J \Ul,w2,...,«v+1/7     \0, 0,   -,0     }

0<«1<U2<... <«v+ I

x duydu2 ••■duv+1

the determinants are each of size v + 1 x v + 1 (0 _ v = n). (The * determinants

in (9.4) are based on ha(x — y), ga(x — y), and f(x — y), respectively.) Since

ga(x — y) is ETP of all orders we infer after referring to (9.2) that ha(x —y) is

ETP„+1 and so TP„+1. Taking the limit a ->0 + , we conclude that /is TP„+1.

The next lemma establishes the sign regularity of the function

*(í¿)= IT«+ !+;•)'    ^■ = °'1'2'--

Lemma 9.2. Let afJ = 1/T(a + i + j) ( = 0 if a + i + j is a nonpositive in-

teger).  Then for a > — v,

(9.5) (_íy(v,iv2Aíio,ii,-,iÁ >0/o   Í0 g ¿o<»i <•"<»„

Proof. We assume inductively that (9.5) is already proved for all determinants

of order ^ v. The case v = 0 is trivial. In order to advance the induction we con-

sider first the case ik = jk = k (0^/tg v). Factor out avJ from the jth column

(Oái/á v). Then

v-l

V V 1

n «v, = n
~[(a + v + k)k+l

jLJ0   v       A T(a + v +;) [T(a + 2v)]v+i

and define

C„=^- =
aVJ

rU.+i)   £(g + fe+j) fori<v'

1 for i = v.

Then

/01... vn    n(«+v+/c)t+i

^(o,i,-,vj =    [r(«+2v)]v^     lc<g»v>l

where C(a,v) denotes the v + 1 order matrix || Cy||Jj_0. Let C/a,v) be the

y th column of C(a, v)
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Í Cj(a, v) - C;_ ,(a, v) for ;' > 0,
C'j(a,v):

Then,  for   i < v,j > 0.

C¡j = C„ - C,j-t =  ][  (a + k+j)-      [  (« + k + j - 1)
k = í * = i

v-2

= (v - 0 I [ (a + k+j)   if i < v - 1 ; 1 if i = v -1.
k = i

While for i = v

av;

0 for       j > 0,

1 for      j = 0.

Let Z) be the matrix obtained from C by deleting the last row first column.

Then | C(a,v) | = ( - l)v| D |. But D = v! C(a,v - 1). Hence, by iteration

|C(a,v)| =(-l)(v+1)v/2fT; = ifc! since |C(a,0)| =1. Thus

/oi-v\  n(«+*+^+l .
(_1)¥(,+i),2^/ü, ,    ,v  =_i^o -^^    FT ̂ ! >0 since a>-v.

\0,l,-,v/ [r(a+2v)]v+i      ¿A,

Further

(v+1)/2^/m,m + l,-, m+v\

\ n, n + 1, -, n + v /

since we can reduce it to the previous case by setting a' = a + m + n. Applying

Fekete's Theorem [§9, Chapter 5] the lemma follows.

Another method of proof consists of applying the composition formula (0.4)

on the representation

T(a + k + l)      r(k + a/2)T(l + a!2)
fV«/2~i(l _,)<+*

and using the fact that a Vandermonde type determinant | [»(<,-)]"'| is positive

whenever i0 < tx < — < i„ and 0 g n0 < n, < ••• < nv where u(t) is a strictly

increasing function of t. This argument can only be justified for a > 0 since the

above integral is not meaningful for negative a and arbitrary integers k and I.

We now turn to the first theorem of this section.

Theorem 9.1.    Let {C,,)"!.«, be real constants satisfying

(i)   C„ = 0/ot- n < 0.

(ii)  C„_m is TPr for - oo < n, m < oo.

(iii)0< !„%<:„< co.

Let
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(9.6) fa(x)

x*+n

Z C. —.-— for x > 0,
„=o     T(a + n + 1) J
"  °       v ' witha>r-2,

0 forx^ 0.

Thenfx(x — y) is TPr for — oo < x,y < co.

Proof. Appealing to Lemma 9.1, the theorem will follow if we verify that

fa(x + y) is ERRr since the other conditions of Lemma 9.1 are clearly satisfied

Our task is to prove that, for A = \\f^i+J) (x)¡lJ=0 (0 = v = r-l) and

0 < x < oo (x fixed), then ( - l)v(v + 1>'2 \A \ > 0. Let   '

di=/i--^)=zocnr(af;:;;;t,+1-,   o^^v^-i.

Let D = || di+j || = |/<2v~'~y)(x) |"j=o- Then obviously | D \ = \ A |. Consider

00

di+J =  Z C„
a + n-2v + i + j

„=0      r(a + n-2v + i+; + l) '

The change of variable m = n + i yields

di+j — x       2w Cm_,-'
(9>7) m = , r(a + m-2v+j+ 1)

CO

- X°Zl Cm-; F(a + ?n-2v+; + l) by hyP°theSÍS ©"

Let C(i, m) = cm_¡ and R(m,j) = xm+J'/r(a + m - 2v +j + 1). Let /? = a + 1 - 2v.

Then, since a > r — 2 and v — 1 _ r — 2, ß = a — (v— 1) — v> — v. Hence, by

Lemma 9.2, l/r(a + m- 2v +j + 1) is RRr for m, ;'=0. Also, R(m,j) is RR, for

m, j ^ 0, since the powers of x factor in evaluating the relevant determinants.

We can write (9.7) in the form

00

di+/ = x"-2v Z C(i,m)R(m,j).
m = 0

Applying the composition formula (0.4), we obtain

(9.8) iDl-x'      Z-Z      c(°'   U    '"'V  U^o,mi,-,mv\
osmo<m1<...<,fIv   \m0,mu--,mj     \0,   1,   -,v   /

where y is a suitable real number. By condition (ii) we know that the first factor

of the sum is constantly non-negative and if clo > 0, c, = 0 (Z < Z0) then

c(?'i' ,'V )>»•
\l0,l0 + l,..,/0+v/

According to Lemma 9.2,
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(-1} R\0,   1,    -,vj  >0'

therefore ( - l)v(v+1)/21D | > 0 as desired to be shown.

Corollary 9.1. Let fa satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9.1 and define

kx(x) = e~xfx(x) ( — co < x < co); then kx(x - y) is TPr.

Proof. The result is immediate by virtue of the identity

'•G::;::---';;:) -■» (-J *) ■* (,?/<) * (;:;r :;;:)■
An important example of Corollary 9.1 is

, co      in „n + tx

(9.9) ka(x;l)=je    e   „to nl T(n + a + 1)  '    X = U'

10, x<0,

where /fa(x — y ; A) is TPr for a > r — 2. The assumption a > r — 2 is essential. In

fact, consider the example

r    x01
i- /  n I  ™-7T>       CO > X > 0,

UX)     lo(a    }       <o 0<a<1-LO, x^O,

A trivial explicit calculation shows that/„(J;*; 3) < 0. However, in the case that

a = non-negative integer we can obtain a sharper theorem.

Lemma 9.3. Suppose {c„} satisfy the conditions of Theorem 9.1. Let a be a

non-negative integer and define fx(x) according to (9.6). Then either fx(x) is an

exponential polynomial of order k 5¡ r — 1 orfx(x + y) is ERRr for 0 < x, y < 00.

(/In exponential polynomial of order k is an expression of the form

(9.10) y = Px(x)e*lX + ••• + P£x)easX (a, # a, 1/ i # /)

wnere PX,-,PS are polynomials with degP¡ = fc¡ — 1 and Z¡s=1 k¡ = k.)

Proof. We note that when a is a non-negative integer, fx(x) is an entire function

for which

In (0) =  Cvl + v2-X-

The (v + l)st order (v + 1 ^ r) determinant

(9-11) ^.(x)=/<  Vo>0 ̂

based on fx(x + y) is also obviously an entire function whose coefficients in its

power series expansion are T^l(0)jp\ (p = 0,1,2, •••). Differentiating (9.11), we

find that T¿?v(0)/p ! is a sum of determinants of the form
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c /0,l,..-,v-p,v-p + 1 +s1; v-p + 2 + s2 ,..-,v + sp \

\-a,-oc + 1,—, ••■ ,..-,-a+v/

the rows and columns as indicated ; the indices appear in natural increasing order,

Sj ̂  0 (j = 1,—,p) and Z/.iSj = p. Since c„_m is TPr by hypothesis, it follows

reversing the order of columns that each of these terms has the sign

(—l)v(v+1)/2. Thus we have established the representation

(9.12) (-l)v(v+1)/2Ta,v(x)= Z   bpx", 0<x<oo,
p = 0

where bp ̂  0. Therefore it is manifestly evident that either (9.11) is identically

zero, in which case/a(x) is an exponential polynomial of order at most v — 1 ̂  r — 1

[36] or

(9.13) (-l)v(v+,)/2Tav>0, 0<x<oo.

Of course, if (9.13) holds for a certain v0 then strict inequality in (9.13) holds

for all v ^ v0.

If the case (9.13) holds for v = 0,1, — ,r — 1 then we obtain that fx(x + y) is

ERRr in x, y §; 0 as was to be shown. This completes the proof of the lemma.

We remark that if in Lemma 9.3 we had assumed that c„+m was TPr then by

[36] the statement of the lemma would have been that either

Ux) = Z a^'x, at > 0 (i = 1, -, k < r - 1),
¡ = i

where the y¡ are real and distinct (in which case necessarily a = 0) or fx(x + y) is

ETPr for 0 < x, y < oo.

We point out some formula concerning the sign-regular properties of the

function (9.9) with respect to the variables (x,X). An easy application of the

composition formula (0.4) implies that/„(x, A) is ERR^, for x > 0 and X > 0.

Finally we consider the function (9.6)fx+p(x) = U(a + ß) with x > 0 fixed and

where a and ß traverse the set of non-negative integers. We impose the conditions

of Theorem 9.1. The method of Theorem 9.1 applies, indeed, in a simpler fashion

and we deduce that/a+i(x) is RRœ for a,ß, = 0,1,2. ■•■. We omit the details.

We next make some observations pertaining to the total positivity character

of certain stable laws. We limit our discussion to the stable laws whose Laplace

transformation is of the form

(9.14) ^.jj^ e-"du = •— , s > 0 (0 < a < 1).

We recognized the known fact in writing (9.14), that these stable laws are

distributions of non-negative random variables.
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Let Fx(z) denote the Meilin transform of fa(u). A simple calculation starting

with (9.14), t = 1, yields

a     \a)
(9.15) W - 2) = r(z)

We now specialize to the case a = 1 Ik, k = 2,3,4, —. The duplication formula

r(2)r(2+l)...r(,+^l)
(9.16) r(kz) = -

(v/(27i))*-i/ci/2-^

inserted into (9.15) gives the formula

<9-i7>   *> - *> - 4sMe'r (z+t) - 4+^) •
To invert the right-hand side of (9.17) we use the following familiar relations

for Mellin transforms. Throughout, a capital letter with a curl sign represents

the Mellin transform of the corresponding function.

(a) If G(z) ~ g(u), H(z) ~ h(u), then G(x) H(z) ~ J^Rk/») h(v)(dvlv).

(b)If (7(z)~g(u), then (7(1 - z) ~ (1/k) g(l/u).

(c) If (7(z) ~ g(u), then a=G(z) ~ g(u/a), a > 0.

(d)T(z + c)~ e"V and hence 171 - z + c) ~ «~r~ V!/u.

It follows that fx/k(u) can be represented as a /c — 2 fold integral whose integrand

involves products of exponentials and powers. In particular

/i/i(") =

and thus

(9.18)

2^3 J0
e -»¡21ue-"vv-^dv

^-3^)=^4/3re"",3/27^i/^4/3^

2it^l
t2u-AI3

/•CO

r4/3d^.

The function e~miu is clearly STPœ for t > 0 and u > 0. Similarly exp[ - tl/3/{]

is STP«, for | > 0 and í > 0. Applying (0.4) we infer that /1/3(u/<3) is STPœ

for u > 0 and t > 0.

The inversion process with the aid of properties (a)-(d) also yields

^-(^)=(&i""7/vr^i/2^
(9.19)

n
Vu

it™ e-We-'^r^dtW
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A double application of (0.4) shows that/1/4(«/i4) is STPœ for u > 0 and i >0.

By these same methods we deduce generally that

(9.20) ^i/*(ti)   is STPœ for m > 0 and i > 0.

The proof is accomplished by induction. Let

rH4) r('-z+4) - r-H^H»)-
Suppose we have proved that g(u/tk) is STPœ for u > 0 and i > 0. Then by (a),

(d) and (c) we have

(9.21)

A/i(£)    = Ct«-"+1>'Y+1 j e-"'k'-^kg(v)dv

= Cku-^^je-""-'v^g(^jdv

where ak = kk and Ck is a suitable normalizing constant. Now applying (0.4) the

result follows.

Expansion of g(v) in (9.21) furnishes a representation as a k — 2 fold multiple

integral.

Returning now to the case of general rational a = mjn (m < n). Using the

duplication formula twice in (9.15) gives

/(jLW(î. + Mr(j+n...r/
V \mj        \m      n)   \m      nj \i

z      n — 1
— +

m n(9 22) F    (1    z)-      ^ v   v x 7     N 7 v ;

(,/(27t))"-"/n"* T - + - r(- + -    -TÍ- 4- ̂ —±-\
v \m      mj   \m      m;        \m m   )

In order to invert (9.22) in simple terms, we need properties (a)-(d) and the

further relations

<e)       rçrar*-)-

i
(l-u)"-'      for0<u<l,

r(d) (d>0).

0, otherwise,

(f) If G(z) ~ g(u), then G(z/a) ~ ag(u") for a > 0.

Again we achieve a representation of fm/n(u) as an n — 2 fold integral. For

example,

df(9.23)        f2l3(u) = Cu'113 £   exp ( - ?ff) r5/3(l - f V

where C is an appropriate constant. It is an open problem whether/2/3(u/i3/2)

is still TPTO.
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Combining Theorem 7.1 with the fact that/, lk(u/tk is TPœ as established we note

that any symmetric stable law of order a = 2\k (k = 2,3,4, •••) with density

gx(ultu") where

f.eizug(u)du = e-^"
CO

is TPtf, for u > 0 and t > 0. This follows from the fact that Brownian motion

subordinated in the sense of Theorem 7.1 with the positive stable process of order

1/fc produces the symmetric stable process of order 2/fc. Invoking Theorem 7.1,

part (ii), gives the desired conclusion.

10. Unimodality, ratio theorems and rates of ergodicity. A function totally

positive or more generally sign regular is endowed with certain structural prop-

erties pertaining to monotonicity, unimodality, rate of growth at infinity, etc.

The developments of this section center on these properties, with emphasis on

their interpretations and implications for the probability functions introduced

in §2.

A series of propositions are stated and proved. We do not attempt to exhaust

the full range of possibilities; we have emphasized mostly those possessing

probabilistic interest.

We start with the concept of unimodality.

Proposition 10.1. If K(u) is PF2, then K(u) is unimodal.

In order to avoid technical details of no essential relevance the proof is carried

out assuming K(u) > 0 and K'(u) exists everywhere (see [33]). Then according

to (1.2), we have

K*(Xl'X2) =

\y, y !

K(xx - y)        - K'(xx - y)

K(x2 -y)        - K'(x2 - y)

>0

for xx < x2 and y arbitrary. In the event that K'(u0) = 0 the inequality implies

that K'(u) 5; 0 for u < u0 and K'(u) ^ 0 for u > u0. This clearly implies that

K(u) is unimodal. The same argument proves

Proposition 10.2. If K(x + y) is TP2 (x,y ^0) then K(u) has a single minimum

(i.e., there does not exist points x > y > z ^ 0 sucñ that K(x) < K(y) and K(z)

< K(y)). In addition, ifK(u) -* 0 as u -* oo then K(u) is decreasing for u ~¿. 0.

Propositions 10.1 and 10.2 deal with the case where the argument of K(u) is a con-

tinuous variable. We note without proof that the corresponding result is valid

in case K„ is a PF2 sequence or if Kn+m is TP2 for n 2ï 0, m ^ 1.

Taking advantage of Propositions 10.1 and 10.2,and the foregoing remark we
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now deduce the property of unimodality for several of the probability functions

introduced in the previous sections. The complete discussion is offered in the

Markoff chain case. At the close of this section the analogous results are stated for

the case of a general Markoff process.

Let 0 denote a temporally homogeneous Markoff chain satisfying the con-

ditions of Theorem 2.6 with r 2: 2. This hypothesis will remain in force for

Propositions 3-7 without further repetition.

The sample paths of 0 are depicted, as usual, by the random variables

X(n), n = 0,1, ■••. Let PtJ denote the probability transition matrix of the process.

Proposition 10.3. P"00 is decreasing in n(n^ 0).

Since Pqj is TP2 in n, j S: 0 the result follows using the relation

Poo = Z/^o^oAo and the feet that P0j. carries decreasing sequences into de-

creasing sequences (see §6, II).

Let Fôo = the probability that the first return to state zero occurs at time

n, n ^ 0 (Poo = 0 by convention). We shall prove that F00"m is TPr for n ^ 0,

m ^ 1 and hence that F™0, m _ 1, is decreasing by Proposition 10.2.

To this end, we first introduce the probability quantities

(10.1) ,P;v = Pr{X(n)=/X(v)^/c,l^v<n|X(0)=¿}, « = 1-

In other words, kP¡j denotes the transition probability function under the con-

dition that the state k is not entered in the intervening time. The concept of transi-

tion probabilities involving taboo states appears in the work of Harris (see also

Chung [3]).

We may adapt the methods of Theorem 2.6 and prove that 0P0j- is TPr for

n 2: 0 and j 2: 0 (0P%j - Ooj)- The proof is based on the identity

00

0P"oj=  ZoPno*"%, « = 2,    j^O.
4 = 1

Now

(10.2) Fl+0m=   ZoPSA « = 0,   m = l.
* = i

By what was just proved we know that 0P0it is TPr for n ^ 0 and k S: 0. Theorem

2.1, part (ii), tells us that Fk0 is TPr for k ^. 0, m _ 1. Applying (0.4) we deduce

that Pôo m is TPr (n S: 0, m Sí 0) as claimed. In summary

Proposition 10.4. F'00"m is TPr for n _ 0, m = 1 and F^ is decreasing for n_l.

Proposition 10.5.   F'[+0m is TPr for n^0, m = 0.

To prove this we first note that 0P"lk is TPr for n _ 0, k S; 1. (Here 0P?fc = 5lk.)
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This is a consequence of Theorem 2.6. In fact, the states of the process may be

identified with the set {1,2,3, •••} since state 0 is taboo. Now

CO

(10.3) F10-m= I oPÏA » = 0,     m = l.
*=i

The desired conclusion now follows by applying (0.4) to (10.3) with reference to

Theorem 2.1.

As a corollary we have that F"x0 is decreasing for n ^ 1.

Proposition 10.6. Let the process S* be TP3. For fixed j ^ 0, P^- is unimodal

in n = 0.

Proof.   We know by Theorem 2.6 that Pn0j is TP3 for j ^ 0 and n ^ 0. This

implies that the matrix Mjn = P0j- (n,j = 0,1,2,—) induces a variation dimini-

shing transformation. Furthermore Y!?=0Mjn = 1 for all n 2: 0. It follows that the

relationship d„ = 'LfLoCjMj,, a°d therefore d„ — tc = Z/L0(c./ —K)Af/n for any

constant k entails V[(d„ — k)™=0] ̂  V[(cj — tc)"=0] where Fdenotes, as previously

the number of sign changes of the indicated sequence. Moreover, if equality holds

then the sequences (d, — tc) and (c,- — tc) have the same ordering of sign changes.

(See §1.) We choose specially c¡ = ôJjo, the Kronecker delta function. Then

{cj — tc} for each constant tc has at most two sign changes and consequently the

same holds for d„ — k = PqJo — tc. This easily implies that PUj0 is unimodal and

the proof is finished.

Let,0ßot=Pr[Z(n) = fe, 0^X(v) ij0, v = l, -,n| X(0) = 0}, n ^ 1, JoQ°0k = ô°ok.

The same type of reasoning as employed in Theorem 2.6 based on the identity

¡nQnok = 2 ;„Qo7'P*, » = 2,   0.^k^jo,

leads to the conclusion that j0Qn0k is TPr for n _ 0 and 0 5¡ k rg;0.

Let Pô.Do.oo) denote the probability that first passage into the set of states

Do + 1, °°) occurs at the nth transition under the starting condition, X(0) = 0.

We prove that FS!rjô+oo> is RRr for n ^ 0, m^l. Its verification uses the

renewal relation

(10.4) nîrjU) = 2 JoQlkKxjo.oo), ri^O,     m £ 1.
k = 0

We know by Theorem 2.1 that F"Uat00) is SRRr for m ^ 1 and 0 ^ k £j0. Also,

as noted above, JoQ"ok is TPr for n ^ 0 and 0 ^ k Sjo- BY using (0.4) applied to

(10.4) we obtain the following proposition.

Proposition 10.7.   Fn0*^œ) is RR, for n ^ 0, m ̂  0>.

As a corollary we may deduce from the RR2 property that Fô.t/o.co) is decreasing

for n jg n0, where n0 is the smallest n for which F"0lj0ta)) is positive.
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By the identical techniques we may demonstrate that u+1>mlP"k is RR, for

n>tO and k ^ i where

[¡+1.oo,n = Pr{X(n) = fc,   X(v) = i,v = l,-,n|X(0) = i}

and [¡-n.ooPjt = oik. This result combined with Theorem 2.6 yields that the

first-passage probability into the set [i + 1, co) whose initial state is i,F"^+l00)!

is TPr for n S;0, m S: 1. In consequence, F"[i+l00) is decreasing for n_l.

We have directed attention so far to the property of unimodality for certain prob-

ability functions in which the time parameter serves as the variable. We now point

out examples of unimodality for various probability functions of the state variable.

Proposition 10.8.   (i) Suppose 0 is TP3 then Pijo is unimodal in i.

(ii) Let F"0 denote the probability that the first passage from state i to state 0

occurs at time n. Suppose all states communicate and recurrence is certain, i e.,

Z"=iF"o = 1/of every i. Then F"0 for n fixed is unimodal in i.

The proof in both cases paraphrases the arguments conducted for Proposition

10.6 of this section.

Strong ratio theorem. There is considerable literature concerned with the

existence of lim„^00(PJ'J/Pj!,). Of course, to ensure that this ratio makes sense for n

sufficiently large, we postulate henceforth that the chain is aperiodic and that all

states communicate. The classical Doeblin ratio theorem asserts that for any

Markoff chain

ÎpTj
lim ^—
n^oo      n

ZpT,
m = l

exists, is finite and positive. The question of determining conditions which ensure

that limn^œ(P"j I Pkl) exists is considerably more delicate. (This property is

commonly called the strong ratio theorem in comparison to the Doeblin ratio

theorem.) An affirmative answer appears in the case of positive recurrent aperiodic

Markoff chain in which all states communicate ; its proof is trivial. There are known

counterexamples to the strong ratio theorem in the general null recurrent Markoff

chain [3]. On the other hand, the strong ratio theorem has been validated in the

case of random walks [19] and for the case of spatially and temporally homogeneous

Markoff processes [35]. We now show how the preceding theory can be used

to prove a strong ratio theorem for another class of processes.

Theorem 10.1. Let 0 be a TP2 temporally homogeneous irreducible Markoff

chain whose state space is the non-negative integers. Suppose 0> is recurrent;

then for any four prescribed states, i,j,k,l,\imn^afPnij¡Pnk^ exists, is finite and

positive.
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Proof. The fact that P^'" is TP2 for n, m ^ 0 (Theorem 2.7, part (i)) yields

that PôoV^oo is an increasing sequence. Since E"=0Poo = °° we immediately

deduce that lim„_00P0'o V Pôo = 1- The theorem now follows by a result of

Orey [37].

Another question of probabilistic interest concerns the convergence of the

series

00

(10.5) I (Pnjj - P"j) for all states i and j.
n = 0

Throughout this discussion we consider only the case of an aperiodic irreducible

Markoff chain.

If both i and ; are transient states then the convergence (actually absolutely)

is trivial. If i and j are positive recurrent then the convergence is absolute. This

is quite easy using generating functions and Wiener's Tauberian Theorem. Chung

conjectured that the convergence prevails in all circumstances. However, C. Stone

(unpublished) recently produced an example of a recurrent null Markoff chain

for which the series is not even (C,a) convergent for any a > 0. On the other

hand, we shall prove that under the assumptions of Theorem 10.1, the series

(10.5) converges absolutely.

To this end, we review some preliminaries of general interest. The first remark

points out the known result that when (10.5) does not converge, then it oscillates

boundedly.

I. 0 ^ D™=o(P"j - PI/) S C(i,j) where C is a constant independent of m.

Proof.   We start with the identity Py = láttk=0Fni¡kPkj. Summation  gives

2T.0Py= ET-oP?; since S,T,iFy = l which is the left-hand inequality.

Now summing the identity P"j} - 22„o*7f *J°y = iPjj yields

m m m n m

(10.6) I (P"jj - P-,) S S F}j -  I    I F^Ph =   I iPjj.
B = 0 n=0 n=0   *=0 n = 0

It is known that always EJJLo ¿>"i<0°  (see  C3> Chapter 2]).  The  right-hand

inequality of I is now evident.

The set of identities

n n

nn    _      y   pti    pB-D pn   _      V   pu    pB-D    ,      pB
r¡j —   Li ru ¡rtj  ,        r]} —   L, rß {r ¡j    + xr}i,

(10.7) "=0 B=0
B B

pB   _     y    pB-p pu rn V    p»     pB-»

v=0 i=0

properly combined yields the generating function relation

(10.8) jF^zy^^-Pj^)-] + [P;j(z)-Pi;(z)]  F^Fjiz) = -Fn(z)

where
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jFjiz) =   Z jFnz\ etc.
n = 0

(Incidentally, from relations (10.7) it follows generally that   IL-^j < oo and

Z<P?/<oo.)
Let7tJ¡= JXLojFji**   the probability that state i is reached before state j

starting from state j. If (10.5) converges, then set z = 1 in (10.8) and we obtain

(10.9) n}i (Z Pfj - PJj ) + nu (Zp;( - P?t) = - I-

Pertaining to (10.9) see also [29]. We further know (without any restrictions but

that the process is recurrent) that

(10.10) lim
Z P"

„ = 0 _ Itji

m-*co    m ^ij

Z P"^ * JJ

n = 0

From (10.9) and (10.10) we can compute nu and itj¡; these are fundamental

quantities of the Markoff chain. This lends further justification for the study of

the convergence problem. Now

Theorem 10.2.   If the conditions of Theorem 10.1 are satisfied then

00

(10.11) Z|Pjy-P?,,|<oo, ÍJ-0,1,2,-.
n = 0

Proof. Since P"0 is TP2 (Theorem 2.6) we find that Poo/P'o decreases to a

limit c which by Theorem 10.1 is positive. Appealing to the classical Doeblin ratio

theorem and a simple Abelian argument using the fact that Z*=0Pôo — °°>

we infer that a = 1. Therefore P00 ^ P"0 for all n. Hence the terms of (10.5) for

j = 0 are non-negative and by virtue of assertion I we obtain

(10.12) Z  | PSo - Pío I = Z(Poo - Pïo) é  C.
n = 0

Now,
n n

P"  _ P" —   Y (Pv   — P"  ~\   pn~v 4.    Y (pv    _ p» \   pn-v   ,      pn pn
"ji       *ii—   ¿* \rj0       ^00)O^Oi      +    ^ 1^00        "iO^O^Oi      + 0 "ji ~ O^u-

v=0 v=0

But all the series Zn°°=0 o^. Zr=o o-P¡", Z,°°=o o-Po¡ and (10.12) converge. If we

use the familiar property that the convolution of two absolutely convergent series

is again an absolutely convergent series, it follows that ZB™0|P5, —PJ^ < oo.

Applications for continuous-time Markoff chains. We now indicate some

analogs of the preceding results for the case of Markoff chains in continuous time.

We list them omitting their proofs since they involve the same essential ideas.
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Let SP be a continuous-time Markoff chain satisfying the conditions of Theorem

4.3. As pointed out in §4, 9 is necessarily a birth-and-death process (see paragraph

9 of §8) and the transition density possesses an integral representation exhibited

in (8.6).

A. Supposed is such that I^U^i/O = 1 for a11 t>0 and « = 0,1,2, — ;

then POj(0 and Pj0(0 = Po/O/71./» where j^O and fixed, are unimodal functions

in i. (Recall that it¡ — XaXx---X¡^x\pxp2---p¡ where X¡ and pjJ^O, designate

the birth and death rates, respectively.) This result derives further interest in that

generally Py(r) is not necessarily a unimodal function in í when i > 0 and j > 0.

In fact, we construct an example where P\2(t) has two zeros(10).

Consider a birth-and-death process with four states labelled 0, 1, 2, 3. The

parameters are

X0 = X2 = 1,   Xx = a,   px = p2 = p3 = 1   (p0 = X2 = 0)

and so tt0 = 7t! = 1 ; 7t2 = Jt3 = a. A direct calculation gives

Pi2(t) = « (2(1+a) - y   [YTä "V((l +a)2+4)j

(3+a)- V((l+a)2+4)    \
x exp

("

1  «-».

2(1 + a) 2   ( 1 + a + V((l + «)2 + 4)j

(3 + a) + V((l + a)2 + 4)
x  exp   —

))

Direct examination of this formula reveals that Px2(t) increases for large t for all

a and P,2(i)->^(1 +e~2') for f>0 as a->co. Hence, for a sufficiently large

P'i2(f) necessarily vanishes twice.

B. Suppose 2j"LoPy(0 = 1 f°r ali ' = 0; tnen ^i/0 unimodal as a function

of i. Under the same hypothesis, on account of the identity Pu(t)litj = Pn(t)lith

we see that P¡j(t)litj is unimodal as a function of/

Let q(t; i,j) denote the density function of the random variable T0- = the time

of first passage from state i to state/ (Cf. Theorem 4.1.)

C. q(t;0,j), q(t; i,i + 1) and q(t;i + 1,0 are each unimodal functions of t.

D. If recurrence to the zero state is a certain event, then q(t; i 0) is a unimodal

function of i.

We conclude this part by making some observations concerning the nature of

the convergence of Py(f) to its limit as t tends to co. For this purpose we need

to examine the quantity lim^ooPÍ/O/PóoO)- This involves the study of a ratio

of derivatives of the transition matrix comparable to the investigation of ratios

ti°) This example is due to W. Pruitt.
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of transition probability functions. A strong ratio theorem for birth-and-death

processes was proved in [17]. The same method carries over and we deduce

that lim„_ „o P;,(t)/P00(i) exists and is finite.

We now distinguish three cases. Let \p denote the spectral measure associated

with the process 0 (see equation (8.6)). Consider the measure di¡/* = xdi¡/(x)/X0.

Case 1. If i¡/* increases in the neighborhood of the origin it follows that

p'./A P-(t)
(10.13) lim -^ = lim -íí¿ = au > 0.

/-►oo r00\lf       r-»oo -"OOV'/

In this case au = itj > 0. Inspection of the integral representation (8.6) clearly

reveals that P'00(t) < 0 for all i. Thus, in view of (10.13), we have P'u(t) < 0 for i

large.

Case 2. If t// has no measure at the origin, we secure (10.13) with the limit

value a¡j = itjQ¡(a)Qj(a) where a >0 is the first positive point in the spectrum of \¡i.

Our normalization condition (see equation (8.7)) implies that Qk(a) > 0 for all k.

Hence, as before, we deduce that P,j(i)<0 for large i.

Case 3. Suppose \¡/ has an isolated jump at 0 and the next point in the spectrum

is located at b > 0. We are automatically in the ergodic case [17] and

limr_„jP¡j(t) — itj/ T,kx=onk > 0. The subsequent analysis reveals how the limit

distribution is approached. The methods of [17] yield

P' ■( t)
(10.14) lim -p¿= itjQMQjV)

while

hm P~Ti)= *'•

A familiar argument for orthogonal polynomials shows that there exists

0 < k0 < oo such that Qk(b) > 0 for k < k0 and Qk(b) < 0 for k > k0. In excep-

tional situations it is possible that Qko(b) = 0, but then Qko(b + e) < 0 for e > 0

and sufficiently small.

Since always P'00(t) < 0 we sum up as follows: If either max(i,j) < k0 or

min (i,j) ^ k0 then P'u(t) < 0 for i sufficiently large. If either i < k0, j ^ k0 or

/ ^ k0, j < k0 then P ¡j(t) > 0 for i sufficiently large. In particular, if i = 0 and

j > k0 we obtain the interesting feature that P0'j(t) > 0 everywhere. This is a plain

consequence of the facts that P0j(t) is unimodal, P0j(0) = 0, and by what was just

proved, namely that P0'j(t) > 0 for t large. This case arises in the classical example

of the telephone trunking process or the model of linear growth where X„ = nX + a,

pn = nu, n :> 0 (X > p > 0, a > 0).
Continuous-state Markoff processes. Analogs of the preceding result in the

case of general continuous-state Markoff processes are also available.  Let 0*
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represent a process satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.2.   We record as illus-

trative two results corresponding to Propositions 6 and 7 of this section.

I. The transition density p(i;0,x) is a unimodal function of t for fixed x > 0

provided  ¡p(t,0,x)dp(x) = 1 for all / > 0.

II. The density function of the first-passage time from 0 to x g(i;0,x) is a

unimodal function of t.

Corresponding results are accesible in the case of discrete-time continuous-

state Markoff processes satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 3.8. We shall give

two examples.

1. Consider the density function fx(x ; X) defined in (9.6). It was proved there

that for a > 0, fx(x;X) is PF2. By virtue of Proposition 10.1 we conclude that

fx(x;X) is unimodal as a function of x. Since fx+ß(x;X) is RR«, for a, ß > 0, we

also deduce that/a(x; X) is unimodal as a function of a.

2. In §9 we proved that the positive stable law

(10.15) g(u; t) = -i filk (£j, u > 0, I > 0,

whose Laplace transform is e~'s   , k = 2,3,4, —, is TPœ for u > 0, t > 0.

We claim that g(u;t) is unimodal in u. More generally, we shall prove that

if K(x,y) = h(x/y) is TP2 in the variables x,y > 0, then h(u) is unimodal. An

exponential change of variable x = e4, y = en shows that L(t,n) = h(ei~'1) is TP2

or in equivalent terms that h(e") = g(u) is PF2. By Proposition 1, g(u) is unimodal

and trivially h(t) inherits the same property. We can plainly generalize the result

just proved for h(x/y) to the case of a function which has the form h(<p(x)l:\¡i(y))

where <j)(x) and i//(y) are strictly monotone increasing and such that

K(x,y) = h(<j)(x)lij/(y)) is TP2. The identical argument with trivial modifications

persists and we deduce again that h(u) is unimodal. As a special application

we see that (10.15) is unimodal as a function of u > 0.

Other regularity properties. Until now we devoted our studies mainly to the

property of unimodality. We indicate briefly other regularity properties implied

by total positivity. To this end we offer two applications of Theorem 7.2.

1. Let

/•CO     cf-1

(10.16) C(0=Jo   T(t)Âm' t>0'

where f(t) is PF2. The kernel

V-1
4>(t,t) my i>0'

LO,       tú 0,

satisfied the conditions of Theorem 7.2. Thus we infer from that theorem that
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c(t + s) is RR2 for i,s>0. Manipulating the second order determinantal in-

equalities satisfied by c(t + s) we achieve the special moment inequalities

for 0 < i < s. This derives further interest by comparison with the classical

moment inequality

, l/t /   fOO \ l/s

( t'MMj   ^ [Jo fs/(f)^J

for 0 < t < s which is in the opposite direction.

We also deduce the interesting property by invoking Proposition 1 of this section

that c(t) is unimodal.

2. Consider

The identity

(v)-£CH-.)
corresponds to (7.7). Also (2)is TPœ as witnessed in example 1 of §8. Furthermore

by Lemma 9.1,

xk + l

T(a + k + I + 1) — fk + l

is RRœ for k, I S: 0 since a > 0.

Applying Theorem 7.2 we conclude that

is RRœ in the variables n, m 2; 0. (Here, Ql(x) agrees with the classical Laguerre

polynomials of order a normalized so that Ql(0) = 1 [34].) In contrast, it is easy

to prove that Y(n + m + a + 1) Qan+m( - x) =R(n + m) is TPoo for n, m ^ 0

(see [26 j).

11. The absolute value process and related totally positive processes. In this

section we indicate several examples of stochastic processes of some interest

whose transition probability function is totally positive to which the theory of

the preceding sections is applicable.

In the first four examples 0 represents a temporally homogeneous Markoff

chain, whose state space is the non-negative integers with transition matrix Py.
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1.

, i = 0,1,2, —,/c0,
(11.1) Pu -

3     \aj-i+k0,       i>k0 + l,

where a¡ (j = 0,1,2, •••) is a PFr probability sequence. A direct verification shows

that 9 is TP,. Markoff chains of the type (11.1) arise in the theory of queues.

Consider the case k0 = 1 and let

w "-/.low* >-°xl-
This corresponds to a queueing process whose interarrivai time of successive

customers is a random variable following an exponential distribution and whose

service time random variable has the density function/(c;). The quantity a¡ is the

probability that j customers arrive during a service period.

Now, if f(t - n) is TP2 for - co <t, n < co, then e~^f(t) is also PF2 (see

Lemma 9.2). This is satisfied if for example f(t) = <Te-i/r(a + 1), a > 0 (see

(9.13)). According to Theorem 7.2, laJ+k is RR2 (/fe^O) and consequently

a¡ is PF2.

2.

(11-2) Py = amiB(itnbmn(iin, i,/ = 0,1, ---.

If a¡, b¡ > 0 for all i and bi\ai is decreasing we obtain that 9 is TP^. (See Lemma

11.1 below.)

3.

fa,       j

(11.3) Py   =
b, j =
c, } =

+ 1,

_1 / = 1'2'
7 ,

LO,        otherwise.

P00 = b + c,   P01 = c.

If o ^ 2x/(ac), then ^ is TPœ. This example was studied in detail in §10, para-

graph 6.

4. Let

<"-4) p->'0 {-hU'-iï"'       "-M.».*
Since exp (;' log i"/(Ar - i)) is TPœ for 0 < j < N and 0 < i < N we infer that 9 is

TPœ. This example arises in the study of certain genetic models.

The absolute value process. We now describe a general construction of a

continuous-state discrete-time TP„, Markoff chain associated with a symmetric

Pólya function.

Let X be a real-valued symmetric random variable with density function f(x).
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For each fixed u >0 \etf*(v;u) denote the density function of the random variable

\u + X |. The random variable | u + X | with u > 0 serving as a parameter will be

referred to as the generalized absolute value (G. A. V.) associated with X. Clearly,

f*(v;u)=f(-u-v)+f(-u+v).

Let Y also represent a real-valued symmetric random variable with density

function g(y) and suppose g*(v;u) corresponds to g in the same way that/*

corresponds to /. Consider now X + Y = Z where X and Y are independent

random variables ; Z is obviously symmetric.

The absolute value variable | u + Z | associated with Z has a density function

h*(v; u) which is obtained from/* and g* by a generalized convolution operation.

Explicitly

/•OO

(11.5) h*(v;u) =   I    f*(v;w)g*(w;u)dw.

The proof is simple; consider

h*(v;u) = Pr{\u + X + Y\ = v}

/•OO

=        Pr{\u + X + Y\ =v \ u + Y=w}g(w - u)dw

/•oo

+       Pr{ | m + X + Y| = v\ u + Y= - w} g(-w - u)dw
Jo

=        Pr{ | w + X | = v} g*(w; u)dw,
Jo

the last resulting on account of the symmetry of X coupled with the fact that X

is independent of Y.

It follows from (11.5) by virtue of (0.4) that iff*(v; w) and g*(w; u) are TPr

then h*(v; u) is also TPr. Thus the class of symmetric random variables for which

the corresponding G.A.V. is TPr is closed with respect to the formation of sums

of independent variables.

This class includes the normal distribution of mean zero and arbitrary variance.

To prove this we use the fact that the Wiener process f (i) is a strong Markoff

process with almost all continuous sample path. Hence the absolute value process

I £(0 | = "(0 likewise determines a strong Markoff process with continuous

sample paths. Now appealing to Theorem 1 in [20] (see also paragraph 11 of §8)

we conclude that the transition density function of the t](t) process is for each

fixed i, TPoo with respect to the initial-and-final state variables. This result for

t = a2 reduces to the statement that the density f*(v;u) of a G.A.V. corresponding

to an underlying normal distribution A7(0, a2) is TPœ.

The random variables with density function g(x) = (c/2) exp( —c | x | ) (c> 0)
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induces a family of density functions g*(v; u) which is TP^. In order to prove

this assertion we quote the following

Lemma 11.1.   For u, v ̂  0, let

\fi(u)f2(v),        u^v,
(11.6) K(u,v) = ,

\ ftW2(u),        u^v,

where fi and f2 are positive functions. If fx(t)lf2ÍO ,s monotone increasing,

then K(u,v) is TP^.

For the proof of this lemma the reader may consult [9, Chapter 2]. A direct

verification is also not difficult.

The function g*(v; u) corresponding to g(x) = (c/2) exp(—c|x|) exhibits the

form (11.6). In fact.

g*(v;u) =— {(exp(-c| -u-v\) +exp(-c| -u + v\))}

(11.7) f^r~+0*-",       u<v,

l^-(e-CT + ec>"cu,      u>v,

and

Mi) _e^ + e^   _ 2ci

hii) ~ 7-Ci

is clearly monotone increasing. Applying Lemma 11.1 we conclude that (11.7)

is TP^.

We are now in a position to prove the following theorem (this result and Theorem

11.2 are due jointly to C. Stone and this writer):

Theorem 11.1. Let X be a random variable whose density function f(x)

is a symmetric Pólya frequency function PFœ. Then the density function f*(x; u)

of the random variable | X + u \(u > 0 is a parameter) is TPœ.

Proof. The representation theorem for Pólya frequency densities states that

f(x) is such a density if and only if its Laplace transform 4>(s) exists in a strip

including the imaginary axis on its interior and has the form

— fiS2 + VS

(11.8) <b(s) =-

fl (• *k)e-*i«t

where p^O,v,a¡ are real and YfL, l/a,2< oo[33].   If f(x) is symmetric then

(11.8) reduces to
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e~fs2 £      1

(11.9) <b(s) = -, /i^O, Z^r<oo,
» = 1 Xfn K)

and A, are real and nonzero. The special Pólya frequency density g(t)

= (c/2)exp(— | i | c) has the Laplace transform 1/[1 — (s2 ¡c2)] which is (11.9)

with a single factor. According to the preceding analysis g*(v; u) corresponding

to this density is TPoo- The density function g„(f) whose Laplace transform is

<Ks) =

is represented as a sum of n independent variables each with density function

(c/2)exp( — 111 c) and suitable choices of c. The convolution formula (11.5) implies

that g*(v : u) corresponding to g„(f) is TPoo- Since <j)n(s) converges to

1

&(-$)

= 4>*(s)

uniformly on the whole imaginary axis, we find by inverting the Laplace transform

and using the principle of bounded convergence that g„(f) converges uniformly

to Zi(f), the density function whose Laplace transform is </>*(s). It follows that

h*(v; u) is TPoo-

Moreover, we already established that the normal law (Laplace transform

e_MS ) has a G.A.V. density which is TPoo. Again appealing to the convolution

formula (11.5) we deduce in general that if f(v) represents the density function

whose Laplace transform is (11.9) then f*(v; u) is TP^. The proof of the theo-

rem is complete.

We may develop a discrete analog of Theorem 11.1. Let cv (v = 0, ± 1, ± 2,---)

denote a PFoo sequence for which Z"= _ xcv = 1. The Laurent series generating

function f(z) = ZV°L - «A2' admits a representation

CO

na+^z) n(i+/v-1)
(11.10) F(z) = exp(az + bz'1) -^-^-

¡=i       ¡=i

which is meromorphic in the ring including the unit circle on its interior and

a ^ 0, b = 0, a, = 0, ßt = 0, 0 = y, < 1, 0 g ¿, < 1, !;(«; + ßt + y, + ö,) < oo [6].
Conversely any function of the form (11. 10) when expanded in a Laurent series

has the property that the coefficients are a PF^ sequence. If (cv) is symmetric

(i.e., cv = c_v) then (11.10) reduces to
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(11.11) F(z) = exp {<1+h))gt±±M
n(i-yi)(i-^"')

Now let t define a symmetric random variable with probability distribution

Pr{¿j = /c} = C/1(/c = 0,±l,±2,-).

We associate with t the absolute value random variable | n + i \ whose density

function is denoted by f(k; n) where n serves as a parameter, n ^ 0 and integral.

We consider some important examples.

I. Let i represent a random variable such that Pr{c; = 0} = (1 +a2)/(l + a)2,

Pr{£ = 1} = Pr{t = — 1} = a/(l + a)2. Its generating function is

[(1 +a)2]_I[(l + a2) + a(z + 1/z)] which apart from a constant multiplier

corresponds to a single factor of the numerator in (11.11). In this case the density

function f(k; n) apart from a common factor [(1 +a)2]-1 in each row can be

exhibited as the matrix:

A =

1 + a2    2a 0 0     0

a        1 + a2 a 0     0

0 a       1 + a2     a     0

This matrix is of the form of example 3 of this section except for the first row

(see also paragraph 6, §8). The method employed there works in this case as well

and we conclude the TPœ property.

II. Let i represent a random variable for which Pr{¿; = v} = cv where

c0 = 2c,cv = ce~"'v|, v = + 1, ± 2, — ,a > 0, and c = (1 — e~a)2 is a normalizing

constant.

Its generating function is of the form

(i - y)2

(l-yz)(l-yz-i)'
y = e

which corresponds to a single factor of the denominator in (11.11).

Adapting the argument following Lemma 11.1 we deduce easily for this case

that/(/c;n) = Pr{|¿; + n\ = k},k,n = 0,1, -,is TPœ.

Observe that

exp »(,+1 lim
«-►CO

-)' Í' + -)'■
n ]    \       znj

Now combining the terms of (11.11) in the fashion of the proof of Theorem 11.1
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we arrive at the general result to the effect that f(k; n) = Pr{ |f + n | = k} is

TPoo under the condition that f is a symmetrical PFœ sequence. We omit the

formal details. To sum up,

Theorem 11.2. Let f be a random variable whose density is a symmetric

Pólya frequency sequence. Then the density function f(k;n) of the random

variable | f + n | (n ä; 0 a non-negative integer) is TPœ in the variables n, k ^ 0.

As an illustration we find that/(/c; n) = q(n+k)I + q(B_*)2is TPoo in the variables

Zc,n^0. Here. 0<g < 1.

Theorem 11.1 and Theorem 11.2 combined with Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 2.6

respectively yield the following interesting results:

(i) Let X,-, i = 1,2,—, represent independent identically distributed random

variables satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 11.1. Then the function

ßfm,y) = Pr{|X1+X2 + -+XM|<y}

is TPoo in the variables m ^ 1 and y > 0.

(ii) Let f ¡, i = 1,2, • • •, represent independent and identically distributed random

variables satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 11.2. Then the function

Q(m,/c) = Pr{|f1+f2+...+fm| =/c}

is TPoo in the variables m ^ 0, k ^ 0 provided Q(0. k) = ôok by definition.
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